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feller, "but my (conscience entirely
.
,
acquits me in this case."
Discussing labor conditious, Mr.
Rockefeller said he believed free American citizens should have the right
to choose the employer from whom
'
they shall work and the conditions
work.
shall
Ninety
under which they
per cent of the employes of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company, Mr.
men
Rockefeller said, were
who had no difficulty with the offi
cers of the company. He said that
he "could see no reason why these
men should be forced to join a union
and pay union dues by the ten per
"'-J".-- '"''
' .
per cent."
"What is your opinion as to the
relation of employe and employer?"
asked Chairman Foster.
"I believe 'that the employer and
the employe are fellow men and
should treat each other as such."
"As a director of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron company have you ever investigated these conditions among
your employes in Colorado?"
"N6. I have have been trained to
act on the reports of trained and
competent men, who do make inves
tigations. I have received the reports
of the men. in charge of the work
out there and, have made them re
sponsible," said Mr. Rockefeller. "Of
fleers' have reported to me that by the
end of the present eyar the strike
I do not
will have cost $1,000,000.
know whether any money was spent
to Import any ammunition into the
strike district. But if the state authorities were unable to protect the
employes of the company, I should
say that the duty of the offlceru
would be to see that the workers
protected."
"You may have spent $250,000 so
far In this fight," said Chairman Fo
ter; "you have heard that, men, women and chilren have been shot and
killed out there. Don't you think that
as a director you might have made a
"
personal investigation of conditions
and looked into things there, rather
than rely on the officers who were
there?"
"We stand ready to lose every cent
we have invested in that company,
rather than that the working men of
this country should lose their right
.for .whom .they, please," said
Mr. Rockefeller.
''You will do that even if you lose
all your money and have all your em
ployes killed?", asked Mr. Foster.
"It's a great principle. It s a na
tional issue. And we propose to sup
port the officers in their course, which
Is in support of the workmen themselves and their right ta work for
whom they fclease and how they
please," returned the witness.
non-unio- n

COAL OIL MAGNATE IS HEAVILY
INTERESTED IN COLORADO

FUEL COMPANY
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Washington, April 6. John D.
Jr., told the house mines committee today that his father owns
about 40 per cent of the stock of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company, the
central figure In the Industrial strike
v which has swept the Colorado coal
fields. Mr. Rockefeller contended that
responsibility for the conduct of the
oorporation lay not only with the
stockholders or directors, but with the
officers of the company.
"In these days when business interests are so diversified and directors
are members of so many boards, the
best they can do is to appoint officers
and hold them responsible," gad lie.
"Don't you think the fact that the
government has found it necessary to
take action would warrant you in taking more than passing interest in the
situation?" asked Chairman Foster.
"I have taken more than a passing
interest," said Mr. Rockefeller. "The
vast sums of money involved and the
great disorder in the field concerned
me closely. But I have done ill that
'. 1 could- have done, The'officar. of
the company have been held responsible and If we are at any time convinced their policies are mistaken we
will immediately remove them. I am
one of my. father's representatives in
this, as in other of his personal investments.",.
When questioned by Representative
Byrnes' Mr. Rockefeller outlined his
father's holdings in the securities of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company
thus: Common stock, 139,800 shares
out of 342,355 shares; preferred stock,
7,943 shares out of 20,000 'shares;
bonds, Colorado, Industrial company 5
per cent,, $14,55,0,000 outof $33,437,000.
Other holdings were Colorado Fuel
and Iron company general five per
cent $366,000, out or $5,638,000.
Mr. Rockefeller said that the only
dividends paid by the company were
in 1913. A cumujtlye, .dividend "of
v
eight per cent ,on,,at!preKsock:
had, at that time,, he said accumulate
ed to 75 per cent of the capital stock
during that year. He said 35 per
was paid oh the accumulated
enc4iyidend and four per cent on the
ii eight, per cent dividend due that year.
of his father in the 'con, The interest
cern was represented, he said, ' in
the directorate by himself, Starr J.
Murphy and John D. Greien. J. H.
McKenna and li.'M. Bowers, he said,
were indirect, representatives.
;
Representative Byrnes questtoned
; ttockefellor
about endorsing what
Mr Bowers had done in dealing with
the strikers. '
The witness said that while Bowers was not personally representing
the Rockefeller Interests, he had written to him saying he would "stand
by" what had been done in Colorado.
"Mr. Bowers is known to us as an
able and upright business man and
an officer of the company. We trust
him in the conduct of the business,"
Pock-efelle-

r,
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are what is called a dummy
director, aren't you?" asked Chair
man Foster.
"Well,'' we don't call it that,' Mr.
Rockefeller said.
He added that he had not time to
look into conditions in the Colorado
fields.
"Don't you think a director of a
these
company ought to know
things?" asked the chairman. "Don't
you think If ho hasn't time, he ought
to put some one in his place who
would have time?"
"If I thought I were not conscientiously doing my duty, I should, of
course, at once resign," said Roeke

WHO ARE

ON SIDE OF JUSTICE
PRESIDENT WILSON, MAKES

AN

NOUNCEMENTS REGARDING
HIS APPOINTMENTS ,
6. President
April
Washington,
Wilson today enunciated the principle that is guiding him in the selection of public servants, expressing
the view that he did not believe in
choosing men. who would, decide questions in a certain way, but those whom
he knew to be just and fair. The
president remarked that, to him, it
seemed justice was the hardest thing
in the world to obtain and that It required more courage and conscience
than any other one thing.
Mr. Wilson was discussing his ap
WInthrop
pointment of Professor
Daniels to the' interstate commerce
commission.. " The confirmation was
obtained only after a vigorous senate "contest. The president referred
to Mr. Daniels as a just, and, enlightened man, whom he had known intimately for 25 years and whom he considered of unusual ability. Mr. Dan
iels was sworn in today as a member
of the commission.
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on the Mayflower today io ,rooeed
direct to Washington.
William W. Canada, American consul hero, ami the consular staff went
on board to. bid .them farewell. The
French cruiser Iescartes arrived here
this morning and saluted the foreign
'
'.
warships- here, ' ;
;
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CASE RESTORED
Gonv
6. The
.April
Washington,
Morrison
Mitchell
si.d
contempt
pers,
A
DEVELOPS
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GOMPERS

case Was today restored to the docket of the supreme court for reargu-men- t
TAKES AUTHORITY TO ACT AWAY
April 20 . before the entire
CONSULAR
CAROTHERS

;

AGENT
J

"The government," be said, "is aiming at Irish unity and therefore is unable to concede permanent exclusion
of Ulster, If the efforts to reach a
compromise should fail, the government ia going to carry, the home rule
bill as it stands."

':;

Torreon, Mex., April 5, via El Paso,
Texas, April 6. The town of San
Pedro, 26 miles northeast of here, will
in all probability he the scene of the
next battle.
t
San Pedro a
city whose
natural defences must be approached
over a flat country, held a federal gar
rison all the time while the battle of
Torreon was being fought, but this
force was prevented by a rebel column
from coming to the assistance of Gen
eral Velasco.
Recently a comparatively small
force of rebels attempted to take the
the
town, having underestimated
strength of the garrison, whose real
numbers were developed by the shock.
General Villa has been building up
his force in the last days for a renewal of the assaulr. The defeat of
the federals at San Pedro would, it is
said, remove the last federal force
from this district.
The whereabouts of the troops
driven from this city last week is not
known, although it is believed that
Velasco is headed for SalUilo.
The Spanish" colony ordered out of
this city fey" General Villa probably
will be placed aboard trains for
Juarez tomorrow.
hill-gir-

bench.

','

',

The three labor leaders stand convicted of contempt, of court' in the
Bucks Stove and ange case. Some
observers dreW the inference from
the reassignment that the court was
vlded ou the case und the return of
Justice Lurton ;tft the bench today
led to the restoration of the case for
a second argument.
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CAPTAIN J. H. GRIFFITHS;, UNDER
ACCUSATION, RUNS AWAY
FROM TRIAL

Seattle, Wash., April 6. Fifty dollars reward has been offered by the
government for the arrest of Captain
J. II. Griffiths, United States army
deserter. He is described as being
45 years old, f ivs' feet ten and one-hainches tail, 'weight 153 pounds,
light complexion, Hunt hair, blue
v
eyes, smooth sha '

lf

Griffi'1'?

Vnerly dlsburs-ip4 gtates quaroffice)? of,rV; i
termaster's ofiics m rieuttle, who dis
Captain-

,

g

--

appeared from his hotel quarters Saturday night, is supposed to have fled
from the city. He had been under
arrest several weeks, confined to his
quarters, on his honor as a gentleman
pending court martial trial on a
charge that he had embezzled $9,000
of government funds.
The court martial was to have as
sembled today at Fort Law ton.

Carothers It "In Bad"
Washington, April 6 The cancellation by the Huerta government of
the exequatur of American Consular
Agent George C. Carothers because he
sent to Washington dispatches saying
the rebels had taken Torreon from
the Huerta forces, failed to disturb
state department officials today. The
MORE DRINKING
Huerta government still denies Torreon haa fallen.
IN fiAVY" DANIELS
Mr. Carothers
obtained his exequatur when he was accredited to the
Madero government and stationed at THE SECRETARY EVEN DEPRIVES
Torreon. Since the oiutbreak of the
THE OFFICERS OF THE
Oarranza revolution he has had a
"WINE MESS"
roving commission in northern Mexico
and his exequatur from the Mexico ''Washington, April a. 6.
Secretary
City government has been of little Daniels' order barring- the. we.pf,
value to him.
liquors in the navy, effective
It is the intention of the American July "1, next, was generally discussed
government to keep Carothers with in naval and other circles here today.
General Villa and the constitutionalist The order, one of tha most sweeping
leaders to make prompt representation ever
promulgated by the) navy depart- for the safety of Americans and other Hment,, not
only abolishes the tradi
foreigners and to took' after. .UvtbOir tional "wine mess" of the officers, but
j .f .r
interests generally.- "''''
will bar all alcoholic liquors from
'
Should Mi1;' Carothers find It necesevery ship and shore station of the
sary to go into territory controlled by navy.,
i.
the Huerta government, he may now
General:j :Bralsted recomSurgeon
be unable to do business with its local mended it after an exhaustive investiauthorities, but there Is no prospect gation Into the problem.
that he personally will be inconvenienced or prevented from making ob- .,
servations as an unofficial representaI
I
tive. Neither John Lind nor William
j
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Bayard Hale had an exequatur while
in federal territory.
Official advices, telling of the exWashington, April 8. Senate:' Met
''
pulsion of the 600 Spaniards from Tor- at noon.
;:
reon by General Villa, were expected
,Mr. McCuirwber, republican, of North
today. Until the Spanish ambassador Dakota, spoke on the repeal of the
calls It to the attention, of the state Panama tolls exemption.
department there is little chance of
House: Met at noon.
action by the Washington government.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., testified
Taking Spanish Property
before the mines committee about his
Mr. Riano, Ufe ambassador from father's holdings in the Colorado Fuel
Spain, received officia notice today and Iron 'company, j
of Villa
expulsion of Spanish subMiscellaneous bills were considered
Torreon and prepared to under the lunanimous consent rule.
from
jects
make' representations in protest to
Action on the Knowland
Secretary Bryan. Spain not only ob- calling for the. diplomatic correspondjects to their expulsion but also to ence over the Panama tolls exempthe confiscation of their property, tion repeal was deferred by the forwhich is estimated to run into th? eign affairs committee.
millions.
Mr. Knowland introduced a new res-

0

;'.."...

,

olution.

Edward C. Roberts of Davenport,
la., complained to the judiciary com-

mittee of the methods of the Retail
Lumber Dealers' association.

11k
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KENEHAN LOSES CASE
The
Denver, Colo.,' April
5

TO HELP THE

SUIPPIi?
McCUMBER SAYS THIS IS WHATfj
TOLLS EXEMPTION PRACTIC-'ALLY

state

AMOUNTS

TO

'

UliElSEil
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FORCES IN THE NORTH

FROM

HOB

auditor has no right to withhold
money.collected by one administration
to cover expenditures of a former ad- AOiEEMENT WAS
ministration which he thinks should
not have been made. The decision
WAS MADE "ALL,
was ' In the case of Roady Kenehan, AT TIME TREATY
THE
NATIONS"
INCLUDED
state auditor, against Jane V. Barger
exam
UNITED.
STATES
medical
,
of
board
state
of
the
OF ULSTER
iners.
In his first administration as audi-- !
CE3ATE
LETTER
WOULD ACCEPT OTHER PLAN tor Kenehan withheld rroin the col- A
medical
of
between
board
lections
the
$700 and $800, which he declared had EPISTLE TENDS TO STRENGTHEN.
BY
THIS
CALLS FOR A VOTE
been improperly expended during the '
THE POSITION TAKEN BY
PROVINCES AS TO DESIRE
administration of Governor Jesse McWILSON
TO REMAIN INCLUDED
Kenehan lost In the lower
Donald,
court and the verdict of that tribunal
the supreme
Washington, April 6, "Shall w
Loudon, April 0. "I think in the wast approved today by
hide
behind the flag while we burglarcourt.
present circumstances there is nothize
the
treasury in behalf; of the ship
to
commons
do
ing for the house of
ping interests?" Senator McCumber
but proceed with the home rule for
republican, demanded in the senat
Ireland bill, as it stands.".
NINE MEN KILLED
today, defending the position of PresiThis was the closmg sentence of a
dent Wilson in urging the repeal of
speech delivered today in the house
the Panama, tolls exemption- of commons1 by John B., Redmond,
EXPLOSIO
GAS
IN
The repeal controversy had brought
leader of the Irish nationalist party
"an avalanche of misrepresentation ot
on the second reading of the home
the president's actions and motives,'
rule bill" The vote of the house on
S IN A MISSISSIPPI Senator McCumber said.
NO.
He charged
CAISSON
to
taken
be
the measure was arranged
BRIDGE AT MEMPHIS, IS
of
had mada
that
opponents
repeal
the
in
The
day's proceedings
tonight
DEATH TRAP
effort to disguise the real issue anct
house were opened by Mr. Redmond.
arouse public sentiment based on mis"The country as a
He continued:
men
6.NIne
April
Tenn.,
Memphis,
representation.
whole is sick! and tired of the Irish
were killed here today when they
Senator McCumber presented, as
question, and it must be settled here
were caught by a gas explosion in part of his address, letters from Joand now."
Caisson No. 5 of the new Harahan seph Coate, former ambassador
Emphasizing that it was impossible
across the
Britain, and Henry White, wto
for the Irish, nationalises toy agree. bridge, under construction
of as SecreTary at London, made the.
all
The
river.
men,
Mississippi
ing to the permanent exclusion of
Ulster from the operation of the home whom were white, it ia said, had just first proposal to the British governcom- ment that the United States build the
rule bill to abandon the principle of gone to work, relieving a shift
canal.
Both letters stated that.
"Ireland as a nation," Mr. Redmond posed of ten negroes.
The dead:
throughout the negotiations it was
.added:
John Leonard, John Clayton, John clearly understood on tmth gides that
"The real question of the moment
is how far each side is prepared to King, J. Johnson, A. W.. Inkier, P. J "all nations" as used in the
Farrell, Miechael Burke, Jack Powers
treaty, included Americau
advance toward an agreement."
..Tbif nation ixlla.ta,. Mr.. JJedmond said, and Peter Watson.
coastwise, shipping, as well as forev.jE-traffic"' '
"
- ..
The caisson Is""' 90". feet" deep"' The
would have been gl;d to accept the
relieved.
been
who
had
just
Knowland Creates Storm
scheme proposed by Sir Horace Plun-ke- tt negroes,
in February, by which a plebis- it Is said, were in a chamber about Action on Representative Know-land- 's
resolution calling on President
cite would be taken after a certain 1.5.. foet 'from the surface when they
number of years on the question whe- encountered the first rush of gas and Wilson and Secretary Bryan for diover the
ther any section of Ulster desired to scurried for the top.
plomatic correspondence
According to reports, Peter Wat- Panama tolls exemption repeal was
continue subject to the Irish parliament. Mr. Redmond said he was in son, one of the victims, was not a delayed Indefinitely today in the
member of Ihe shift, but went down house foreign affairs committee.
sympathy with the general proposal
Democrats of the committee vri
a
of
scheme of federation, but vague to investigate the origin of the gas.
talk on the Bubject he declared, was Watson's body was found in one of consult Secretary Bryan.
Mr. Knowland reintroduced the remischievous and could not solve the the compartments nearer the top than
and indicates that he solution to omit reference to the
other
the
dead,
difficulty.
present
had met death before reaching these president and broadened It to call for
Amid great cheering on the mini.
all papers relating to the interpretaterial side of the house, Mr. Redmond fellow workers.
those tion of the
treaty.
then summed up his view of the sit- w'Up to noon only two bodies,
vVatson and Burke, had been reRepresentative Knowland became a
uation, saying that although he would of
not do or say anything to preclude covered. It would be necessary, it storm center when hte charged on the
before floor that the president asked for tote
the possibility of a fair and honorable was said, to get divers suits
tube
for
the
sent
into
bo
could
men
with Slv
repeal after conferences
peace, h'e though here was nothing
bodies.
other
ihe
British
of
the
William
fereisa
Tyrrell
to
do at present than proceed
else
office, and made allusions to an
with the bill in its present form.
agreement on a Mexwaa
In the course of Ms1 speech, Mr.
DECISION IS flADE IN
policy.- - President 'Wilson referred to
Redmond said:
that'aFone7 of Ihe "crowning Insults'
"The hotuso of commons owes it as
;,
the Panama 'debate.
of
a duty to Ireland and to England to
COMPANIES
FAVOR OF
'
L
.3
pass the home rule bill. I am. prohill
MISSING
STILL
SEALER
when
the
confident
that
foundly
IN CALIFORNIA
has once been passed ' it will never CORPORATIONS
St John, N. F., April 6. No tract
be repealed",
of the missing sealer Southern' Cross
MAY EXTEND PLANTS WITH
Edward Carson, the Ulster
has been found at noon by the' iiteaia-e- r
OUT FRANCHISES
Kyle, which was sent out to 'search
unionist, declared;.. iliivt, the governdecision
6.
ment's1 attempt to "jump" Ulster with
for
her by the government.
By
Washington, April.
naval and military forces has made today of the supreme court in the
him skeptical of any reality in ltsi pro- Economic case from Los Angeles, pri
fessions of peace and conciliation. Sir vate light or water companies in Cal
Edward suggested that Mr. Red- ifornia may extend their plants be
mond, like the government, was try- yond their limits on October 10, 1911,
ing to create atmosphere favorable to without obtaining a franchise from
himself without an attempt to find a the city concerned.
Justice Hughes, for the court, said
practical compromise.
"The talk of federalism," he said, that the California constitution of VARIOUS ISSUES, FROM
AMENDMENTS TO
"has not advanced the settlement of 1879, in order to forestall city counLOCAL OPTION
the Ulster question an iota. If the cils by corrupt methods from grantgovernment had said It was willing to ing a light or water monopoly to one
Grand Forks, April 6. Municipal
hang up the home rule bill until a company, provided that any corporafederal solution had been passed Into tion could use city streets, for light officers were elected in a few of 'tho
law, then the sincerity of the minis- or water purposes without condition. smaller North Dakota cities and vilamend- lages today. Tomorrow ail townsKj
terial offer would be unquestionable.
Although a constitutional
The adoption of tne present home ment was adopted in 1911, requiring officers and those for a majority of
rule bill would effectually bar the all corporations furnishing .light or the municipalities will be chosen.
water to cities to procure city franway to federalism."
Local Option in Michigan
Sir Edward Carson then repeated chises, Justice Hughes held that
his offer that if the government would could not limit rights acquired by old
Lansing Mich., April 6. Twvlv
agree to allow parliament to decide at corporations and that one of these counties of Michigan today vote or
the local option question.
the end of the six years' period of rights was to extend a plant.
exclusion whether Ulster should have
The object of the California legisTo Revise Constitution
the continued right of local option, he lature in adopting the amendment of
i
W vf Yo
i
would call an Ulster convention and 1911 was to pave the way for muni- '
il
submit the question to it.
dual water and light works, accordin?
ip a
t t i
"The only solution," said Sir Ed- to the statements ot tne gas com- - to oecide me
t 1o x
ward, "is to leave Ulster out of the pany in prcKeniiug its case to the win U r th
- c
n
bill until her consent to inclusion has supreme court, by starving
private
r
i f tl
been won."
companies by denying the ridit to ex
I i
i
tt
Sir John Simon, the attorney gen iend their mains. The dMon ,twla
'
J t
r
eral, told the house that the govern would hinder that object
'

HUERTA

ment's offer to Ulster pf temporary
local option was still open, but that
Ireland could not ba permanently divided.,

Spaniards' Muit Get put
Juarez, April 6. General Carranza NATIONALIST LEADER REDMOND
FORTIFIED CITY NEAR TORREON
today confirmed the report that Gen- .'"' SEES NO OTHER COURSE
WILL BE ATTACKED BY THE
eral Villa has ordered the expulsion
TO BE PURSUED
REBELS NEXT
of all Spaniards at Torreon, The
...'- but
exodus was to have begun today,
that the Bwitch yards "IEELAN0 AS
It is
A
NATION"
IT HAS A LARGE GARRISON are soreported
congested with rolling etock
r
1
brought in after the battle laden with
VILLA WISHES TO GET RID OF supplies that the necessary trains can- HEjSAYS THIS CHERISHED HOPE
not be made uip twday.
'.,
IS OPPOSED TO EXCLUSION
THE REMAINING FEDERAL.
V

Kansas City, Mo., April 6. Vic
Gueringer, the man accused of assaulting Mrs. Gertrude Shidler in this
city some time ago, will hang for
that crime unless action for an apA jury repeal results favorably.
turned the verdict of guilty in the
ease ,of Gueringer Saturday night at
11:30 o'clock after deliberating only
one hour and a half. The crime which
Gueringer Is. charged with is one of
the most dastardly committed in this
Lind Leaves Mexico
city Tor years and the trial has causFive other
ed much excitement
Vera Cruz, April
land, permen accused with Gueringer will be sonal representative of President W'l-sotried later.
with his daughter and the family
0

Plextor.
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ONE.THIRD OF THE STATE, OUTSIDE OF CITIES, HAS VOTED
OUT LIQUOR

Santa
April . Walter M. Tabor
brought the news today that the precinct of Glorieta, Santa Fe county,
adhap followed the example o the
county
in
San
Miguel
joining precinct
and has voted dry. Three saloons are
thus put out of existence in the railroad town.
In .other counties the prohibition
campaign is .becoming more aggres
sive, A start has been made in
county at San Marclal, where
the petition has teen signed by
of the voters to call an election for May 14. San Marclal, Midway, Old Saa MarciaL LA Mesa and
Valverde will he included in the proposed1 dry districtThe prohibitionist eay that almost
d
of the entire area of the
state ia now in dry territory. This
includes all of San Juan county, practically all of the lower Psco valley
except Roswell; Galteteo and Glorieta
in Santa Fe county; all of the Indian
reservations and Pueblo grants, a
number of precincts Jn San. Miguel
and Mora counties; all of Dona Ana
altocounty except Las Cruces, or
that
and
miles
square
35,000
gether
before the year Is out another 35,000
square miles will be added.
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Watch Rosenwald's

Windows

They wiil keep you informed.
EatdbliaKed
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e Ha yen t Overlool ced a Single Person in Prepari rig: for

t his Q reat Easter 5ale!

Items From our Men's Store.

bo-xht- o

Hen's New Spring Suits $15.00.

two-third- s

ne-o-

.

SMALLPOX EPIDEMIC

Santa Fe, April 6. The department
of education has- been informed that
the public school at Prairie View,
Chaws county, had to be closed because of 21 cases of smallpox. Tr. W.
SherT. joyner, the county physician,
Superinand
County
R.
Young
iff C.
tendent C. C H'll- went, to Prairie
View to take steps to crush out the
epidemic.
Cattle Are Seized
Word comes from Columbus, Lun
cat-ti- n
county, that 110 head of Mexican vac- were seized and a Mexican
quero arrested by the customs inspect
ilors, who charge that cattle were
legally imported.
Heavy Wind Damage
Heavy wind damage is reported
from the lower Mesllla valley. At
Berino the now hay barn of Carl Price
which replaced a barn dismantled by
a storm recently, was completely
Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for Inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. L C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had evere attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of
Foley'8 Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Jirug Store. Adv.
FEATHERS MAY SOLVE DEATH
Lexington,
Ky., April 6 Powder
burns upon feathers of one fowl and
lack of such marks on feathers of another are expected to play an important part In the investigation into the
death of Mrsi Laura Wilder Simpson
by the grand jury which convened today, airs. Simpson, a bride of a few
weeks, was shot to death February 22

with a revolver belonging to her husband. It Is still to be proved whether
ehe was murdered or shot herself. The
t.
coroner's Juries failed' to return a
Subsequently the ibody was exhumed for examination.,; Dr. H, W.
Wilder of Chicago; father' of the
has- expressed himself as convinced that his daughter met death
through an accident. The grand jury
investigation is: to be made largely at
the request of Mrs. Simpson's husband, a wealthy turfman, of this city,
who says ha desires to remove any
suspicion 'from himself.
for Sour Stomach

Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
Creek, Mich., writes:
"I have been
troubled with indigestion, sour stomach and had breath. After taking two
boftk-- of ChftMieiiain'8 Tablets I am
well. Tliesa tablets are splendid
none !., t:. r." For sale by all dealers
Adv.
s

Some Special prices for our
Ready-to-we-

E ARE showing dozen ' s of all
Voo suits at this
price, suits
ia grays, browns, tans, blues and
black. Every suit is finely tailored
and the very latest style. We

Department.

ar

"

$35.00 Spring Suits $29.00
A grouping of all the Spring Suits that previously sold at $32 .50
and $35,00. While we have sold a great many of these there is still
a good assortment to choose from, end when a suits comes from here,
you know that it is not only correct in style, but guaranted for wear

want the man who makes $25 his
limit for a suit of clothes to see this

$25.00 Spring Coats $19.50.

line

and we '11 save you the price ol
a new pair of shoes.
ALL WOOL SUITS

iNew Gloves

This lot represents a grouping of all the spring coats that previoussold
at $22.50 to $25.00. This lot includes several new Bakna-caan- s
ly
we just received last week but we've put no restriction on this
lot. Any $22.50 or $25.00 Spring coat in the house at $19,50,

$15.00.

10

for Easter.

sell the famo us ' ' Den ts " dress glo ves
These are noted for their smooth fitting and
wearing qualities comes m both kid & cape.
Exquisite

New

Ties.

All the colorings are here Jn Easter Neckwear
at no other place will you find as large and as choice
We want you to see them before you
assortment.
make your Easter purchase.

JS

Prices 25c to 75c.

$3.00 Silk Peticoats $2.25.
These
you'll need a new petticoat with that new suit or gown.
come in all colors to match any color of dress. Made of Messaline or
Taffeta Accordeon pleated, a good value at 3.00,

f

Suits for your Boy.

hrsfor

you to choose from. We
want to call your attention parti-

cularly to our line of Blue Serge
Suits at $4 to $6.50. The cannot
be duplicated in Las Vegas

Spring Weights
in Hen's Hose.

fP

It it time to think about light
weight hose We sell the "later
worea" made in a new way It
ha a wear resisting fabric at
every point of wear (toe, heel,
sole, and ankle) leaving the other
portions thia and sheer.
Pure thread silk 50c.

Ne

7

Mallory Hats are Here
In all the latest styles and colors.
And there's'no $3.50 hat that gives
the wear and service of the Mallory
Cravenetted Hat Price $3.50. - .

f

$3-4-

are

also showing chic new designs made
specially for us in New York and they have all the
smartness and style that distingiushes New York as a
style center.
,

Price $3.00 to $15.00.

$1.25 Waists 98c.

I

are now here for your Easter wear.
In all the latest patterns, and each
one has all the earmarks of a tailor
made shirt. See these shirts in
: :.: :
:
:
our window.

ff

Your choice of any $1.25 waist
and it is unusually
in our stock
large and well selected.

EASTER SALEPRICE 98c.
$2.75,Waists $2.19.
Here is one of the greatest
waist values we have ever offered,
as the waists are unusually fine and
well made. Be sure and see them.
EASTER SALE PRICE $2.19.

W.

L

Pomps
Illustrated is one of
the new Hanan Colonial
These shoes
Pumps.
have no peer in style,
fit, comfort or durability, they are in a class
to themselves.
These come in Patent and Gun metal self covered
buckles, very nobby at $6.50.
Other makes in Baby dolls, Colonials, Sandals,
Oxfords, etc. $2.50 to $5.00.

if

New Crochet Books 25c.

Onyx
Hosiery

Book of Dollies.
Book of Edgings.
Bool? of Bed Spreads.

Book of Novelty Braids.
These Books contain complete Instructions In crocheting, with advanc-

for women who are descriminat-in- g
in their hosiery
who want a
hose that fits perfectly and that will
wear that wants a hose that is thin
we have Onyx hosiery.
and sheer
The price is no higher than
in ordinary hose 25c up.

Douglas and Crossett Shoes

ed designs for women more adept In

the art

..

25o

We Have a New and Complete Line
of Embroidery Floss-

Thomson's
"Glove-Fittin-

For Men.

7

New Colonial

5.00 Gags Hats $3.45.

g

Corsets
The new shoes for Spring
are here in patent and
Buttons and Lace Several entirely new toes.
In selecting our shoes we
are not influenced alone by
style we sell shoes
E
wear.
a' -

You can enjoy smart style and real
comfort by wearing

.

gun-met-

Plenty of New Shirts

Special this Week $2.25.

The H. Black Co.

Here is an extra special value We have grouped
all Gage Hats that usually sell for $4.50 to $6.00 at
this special price. There's a large assortment of Patterns in this lot all marked for quick clearance.
EASTER SALE PRICE

--

Extra thin silk lisle 25c.

1914

Copyright

,.

Suits made with the same care
andexpert tailoring employed in
our metis suits. We have a wide
range of different materials and coo

Discount on Silk Dresses.

We have by far the largest and best selected stock of Silk Dresses
in this city, you'll find all the latest models here and all the favored
material. Be sure and see this assortment before you make your
Easter selections. ANY SILK DRESS 10 DISCOUNT.

We

ver-Xdic-

A Cure

rj

TK- -

one-thir-

Cold
Nothing So Good for a Cough or
whpn vmi have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable o, as to
rat Hri of it with the least possible de
consider
lay. There are many who
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, unio,
vs "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
two
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
I have felt kindly disposed
vMr
of that
wi fVio manufacturers
so
of
nothing
I
know
preparation.
a
euro
oiia:h
or
a
.oi!Q,r
Adv.
dealers.
all
sale
For
cold."
by

'

V

th&t-wl-

,

W.I,

Douglas $3.50 fo $1.51

Crossett Shoes $1.00 to $6X0

al

Thomson's
"Glove-Fittin-

.

;.

r
,

'

J

Corsets.

They are made with low bust, only
bofftfl where It Is SL5olately necessary,
and have every feature of the
latest style that will he found in
corsets selling at two or three times
their cost.
--

ALL.

PRICES UP TO

$5.

"'"in
THOMfidW'k'l
"OLO'f FITTING"
COSS2T3.

-

-
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SPORTS

COLLEGE

ARE GROWING

BETTER
DENIES
LOUISIANA PROFESSOR
CHARGES OF LACK OF
SPORTSMANSHIP
That the
attacks upon college athletics In
which it is charged that the spirit
and sportsmanship of intervarsity
nnmnntitinn ia deteriorating fail to
find general support is evidenced by
the many articles and letters appear.
ing In the college press of the coua-tryWhile it Is admitted that there
are Isolated casas which furnish
grounds for such contention the opinion and ideals of college sport is improving every year.
'
Dr. C. C. Stroud, director of athletics at Louisiana State university, in
an interesting review and forecast of
college athletics holds that the standard of sport and competition in the
American college Is steadily improving. He does not contend that some
of the abuses charged do not exist
but he points out that each year sees
the elimination tor improvement of
these conditions as the spirit and understanding of true college sportsmanship spreads. Dr. Stroud states in
part:
"We speak from many years of
practical experience when we state
that these evils are lessening. Formerly these influences, if known,
were in a measure tolerated. Moral
influences either could not speak
with authority or were unheeded by
the mass of student, opinion if they
did. How different is it today? I
venture that there is no coach or
captain in any college of this land
who could continue to outrage decency and the square deal, if a single
man of his team made issue with him
before the faculty of the institution
or even before the court of the whole
student body. I have had personal
experience on the faculties, of four
different universities in widely separated sections of the country, and absolutely know that were the issue
fjver made at any of these on any
moral question that immorality would
have found no backing.
"It is, indeed, a problem as many
Now York, April ,6.

men have found to their sorrow when
they have attempted single handed
to revolutionize conditions. Of course
politics, and ulterior motives often
s
enter into the problem.
alumni and wellmeanlng friends may
endeavor to bring the standard of the
street and the market place, the dol
lar, standard, backi Into the college
life.- - It all seems an. Interminable
conflict, so that, it la natural to ask:
Are athletics worth the price? Does
it1 profit us to be everlastingly harevil of
assed by this hydra-headeour student body politic? We anYes.'
swer unhesitatingly.
Every
thing worth while requires a struggle.
Athletics have displaced many other
evils we of this age Know not of. Inter collegiate atheltlcs inspire the
largest in intracollegiate, sports, and
there Is universal testimony today to
the value of the latter in any educational system.
"There is no great difficulty In
keeping sport clean. It is its own
end, and unfairness Is not sport for
either party. Great exhibitions like
our football contests have an end
themselves, and sometimes this end
relies on questionable means. Hopeful college, men have much reason to'
believe that our Intercollegiate athletics are coming back to stand for
what they first were the sport of
gentlemen and played under a gentleman's code of honor. Willingly or
unwillingly, the men in the big games
play fairer and conduct themselves
more gentlemanly than before.
The
standard is set. This progresses over
the land, and gives force to every local well directed effort"
Over-zealou-

ii
enjoyment for those In the game,'
"Instead of watching a number of
machines on the playing field, each
trying ta carrying out Instructions, we
will see a number of Individuals play
AT
ing the game as best they can. Each
own
cue will be doing his
thinking;
each one will be playing his own
game, It will no longer be a contest
between the coaches each one try ins
to outwit the other but a contest
the teams of two institutions, SEVENTH INSTALLMENT OF. THE
the better one winning."
GRIPPING DRAMA BY HAR- -

KATULYN" TO.BE
PHOTOPLAY

Til

of
Pennsylvania regarding the abolition
of the coach from the sidelines during
the playing of intercollegiate games
is reflected in an editorial from The
Pennsylvanian, which in part, is as
follows:

"Pennsylvania has not decided on
her position at least none has been
announced, but it Is quite generally
understood that the athletic authorities are in favor of removing the
coaches during the actual playing of
the game.
"It is not ? question which touches
baseball alone. The other sports,
football, should be treated in
the same way. It1 is a nfove which
points toward an improved era of
athletics It prpmlses
belter and cleaner games. It is a step
which takes away the Idea that victory is everything. It allows more
.

par-Icular-

iGHTS

II

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
Tonight and tomorrow night, the
as mercury will surely destroy the seventh installment of the, great consense of smell and completely derange tinued film story, "The Adventures
the whole system when entering it of Kathlyn," will be shown at the
through the mucous surfaces. Such Photoplay theater. Following is the
articles should never be used except synopsis of the two reels:
on prescriptions from reputable phy
First Reel
sicians, as the damage they will do
The vengeful Umballah having deIs ten fold to the good you can pos- livered hid three bags of silver and
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca- secured Colonel Hare as his prisoner,
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. departs for the Palace of Allah,' leavCheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains ing Kathlyn and Bruce tied to the
no mercury, and Is taken Internally, tiger cart with their backs to the
acting directly upon the blood and savage beast and facing another
mucous surfaces of the system. In death, at the hands of the brutal
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure, be sure brigands. Hardly has. Umballah gotyou get the genuine. It is taken in- ten well away before the turbulent
ternally and made In Toledo, Ohio, members of the brigand band de
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials mand of the chief their share of the
free.
.
'j silver ransom on an equality basis.
'Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per i The chief refuses to do their bidding,
bottle.
simply tossing them one bag and re-- ,
Take Hall's Family Pilla for con- serving two for himself. This preci
stipation. Adv.

for the championship pennant of the
South Atlantic baseball league started today, with Columbia playing at
Augusta, Jacksonville at Albany, Col
uumbus at Macon and Savannah In
this city. Since the close of last season the league has enlarged its cir
cuit from six clubs to eight clubs by
the addition of Columbia and AuguB- ta, both of which cities were formerly
members of the organization. The
schedule this year calls for two ses- sons, the first opening today, and the
second June 18. The season will close
August 29.
iMrs.

TUXEDO

better tobacco.
GEO. CURRY
New Mexico

"Tuxedo appeals to me strongly
on account of Us cool, mild.fleas-an- t
flavor. Therein lies its superiority to all other tobaccos. "

Stomach Trouble Cured.
H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,

i amoKe

him.

While the victorious

Tuxedo is the logical smoke for the economical man because there are 40 pipefuls
tin making the average cost
in a ten-ceof a cent I
per pipeful only
To buy cheaper tobacco means to get
less pleasure out of smoking, because it is
impossible to make a tobacco as good as
Tuxedo at less than the Tuxedo price!
th

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Tuxedo is made of only the finest, choicest selected leaves of perfectly aged Burley
tobacco. It is made by the original Tuxedo
pleasantness out
process which takes all the
Gf tobacco and leaves all the pleasantness ml
'. "
has
a
Tuxedo
deliciously mild, fragrant
aroma that is pleasant to all. It is the only
tobacco you can smoke in a room full of lace
curtains without leav
ing even a trace of an r
odor.
i
A trial will conM
vince you that Tuxedo
is superior to every
,

STANTON WARBURTON
Congressman, State of Washington

My own

experience hads me to
believe that every desirable quality
is present tn Tuxedo Tobacco
it
the best smoke ever had.

t

I

UxLifkp

Lc ? y

r

-

other tobacco you
Buy a tin

7

If,
3

"I can't think. f an! reason why
shouldn't say I like Tuxedo
became I do like it, Very much. "

today,

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

IRVIN S. COBB
humorist and novelist

Famous green tin with gold let-- 1
tering, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
with moisture-proo- f
paper . .
In CItut Humidors SOc and 90c

llW

THE

AMERICAN TOBACCO

COMPANY

Zlnd

Ulcers

I!:d

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

u

'

' '

President

Old Wounds Often Bother
Many Years After.

FIRST NATIONAL BANS
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

People who have been poulticing and annotating an old sore for years and years
marvel at the ray It heals quickly after
using S. S. S.
When you come to realize that the skin
and the flesh beneath, are composed of a
network of tiny blood vessels you aolve the
mystery.
There are wonderful medicinal properties
In S. S. S. that follow the course of the
blood streams Just as naturally as the most
nourishing food elements.
It is really a remarkable remedy. It
contains one ingredient, the active purpose
of which is to stimulate the tissues to the
henltliy selection of Its own essential nuAnd the medicinal elements of
triment.
this matchless hlood purifier are Just as
health as the
essential to
nutritious elements o! the meats, grains,
fats and sugars of our daily food.
Not one drop of minerals or druss Is
used In its preparation. Ask for S. S. S.
and just Insist upon having it. And If
you desire skillful advice and counsel upon
and skin,
any matter concerning the blood The
fiwlft
write to the medical department.
Specific Co., 210 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,

interest Paid on Tims Deposits

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

I

d

-

.;-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LIES ALE AND RETAIL

are

prisoners, ana making tneir own es
cape.
They go forward to a little
village where they are given shelter.
Having recuperated there, Kathlyn
decides that she must liberate her
father; so they engage camels and retrace their trail to Allah. At the outskirts ot the city they send a message to Ramabai and Pundita, requesting assistance and disguises.
Second Reel .
The friends of the story being
l",y plans In train fo rthe libRamabai
eration, of Colonel Hare.
has already broached to the ambitious
Umballah, the idea of marrying Colonel Hare who haa been forced upon
the throne, to a native girl, which
would further the nefarious plans of
Umballah to a desirable culmination.
The Imposing coronation of Colonel
Hare, the pitiful scene of chaining
him to his own throne, and giving
him the empty honors of a potentate
with the humiliations of a prisoner,
serve a series of sensational scenes.
Umballah has fallen in with the plan
for the furtherance of his ambitions
and greedily consents to the suggestion of Ramabai. Native girls, heavily veiled are then paraded before the
throne, and their choice is almost
forced upon Colonel Hare. Kathlyn
has been disguised as one of these
native girls; ai)d when she discloses
her features to her father, he at
once recognizes some plan is afoot
for his own deliverance, and elects
her as his consort. Her veil drops
and Umballah, who views the ceremony fr.om a distance, is completely
in the dark as to her identity.
of the
He goes to the treasure-roopalace, which is guarded by leopards,
and secures the betrothal chain of
pearls, but in his haste, he loaves the
open,
outer gate of the treasure-rooand the leopards escape, rushing
through the palace In differen directions. The formal announcement of
the wedding haa hardly been made,

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

...

'..!

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
is a
Honey and Tar Compound-r-i- t
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarse
ness, tickling, thro.at and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cros9 Drug Store. Adv.
Reliable

m

-
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

BOWLING TOURNEY
Portland, Ore., April G. With the
best bowlers of half a dozen states
and the Province of British Columbia
entered, the first annual tournament
of the Northwestern ' International
Bowling association opens in this
continue
tonight and will
city
through the week. The arrangements for the tournament are of the
most perfect and elaborate character
and all indications point to the most
successful event of the kind ever
pulled off in this section of the coun.
try.

Sole Agents

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
ATTOUNEY8
A good wholesome cathartic that
HUNKER & HUNKER
haa a stimulating effect on the stomach, liver and bowels Is Foley Cathar George A. Hunner. Chester A. Eenk&ik
Attorney-at-Latic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in.
action, they keep you regular with no Las Vegas,
s 'New Mexlcn
griping and no unpleasant after effects. They remove that gassy disDR. P. Bv HUXMANN
'
tended feeling w uncomfortablo to
It
Suits
Particular
Why
People
Dentist
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
work of any description !
is prompt and effective for coughs, Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
moderate prices
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
Room 1, Center Block. Office Fhona
cougha and throat troubles, Thomas
Main 3S1. Residence Phone Mala 413.
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Fol- Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
East Las Tegas, New Msxico
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough General Massage, Hair and Scalp
MONUMENT CO
with no had after effect." It contains
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
no opiates and is pure. That's why
cure, Chiropody.
Albuquerque, N, M.
215 E. Central
Steam Laundry Building
it suits ' particular people. O. G.
23 Years Practical Experience.
Phone Vegas 128
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
W W. .B0WER3
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. B. A. JONES
Adr,
JONES-BOWER-
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have ever smoked.
"h

thieves

looking to a furtherance of their own
selfjsh JntereslJ, jBruce and Kahlyn
find two loaded rifles and taking ad
vantage of the brigands, bar up the
entrance of the cave, leaving them

nt

one-four-

Sores

before the alarm spreads, and there
is a mad scramble for safety. In the
panic that ensues, Kathlyn becomes
separated from her father and Ramabai, and hides In a covered cart, in
the Garden o'f 'Brides.
In the interim, Bruce has prepared
camels for the party to take flight to
the coast, but when they assemble
on the outside of the wall of the Gar
den of Brides, the party are woefully
disconcerted on learning that Kathlyn
i
the only missing member of the
outfit. They are fearful that the
leopards may have overtaken her.

TUXEDO?
is

i

s's'

writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after KATHLYN AND THE LEOPARD
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak- pitatos a bloody riot, and in the meing two bottles of them I was cured." lee the mutinous members of the band
For sale by all dealers Adv.
release Kathlyn and Bruce from the
tiger cart, and tie their own chief to
thai cart.
The victorious fighters
then rush into their cave to divide
1 "3
the. sppiis'pie leader of the mutin
ous band next conceives a bright idea
of liberating the tiger and allowing It
to tear their late leader to pieces.
The chief, however,, manages to deftly
slip his bonds and cart away Into the
jungle. The brigands, in the Security
of their cave, pull the rope of the
the logical smoke for
cage door, the tiger dashes out, pur
it is impossible to buy a
sues the chief and eventually kills

siioiiio

Old Time

Do not allow some zealous clerk to larrup
the atmosphere In eloquence over something
"Just as good" as a S. S. Beware of al
'
tubstltutes.

ATLANTIC LEAGUE
Charleston, S. C., April 6. The race
SOUTH

'

Why

THREE

OLD McGRATH

d

The attitude of the University

MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1914.
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ING CHURCH

The last week, of Lent has begun You never tasted
Yesterday was Palm Sunday, the ocand those famlliea that have been obcasion
the
which
Christian
"upon
daintier, lighter, fluffier
East
Eatero4 fit the postoftlca at
church celebrates the anniversary of serving this season by. fasting or abbiscuits than those
E
Vegas, New Mexico, (or trans-ea!ai- o
the triumphal entry of Jeaua into stinence will find it difficult to please
baked with Calumet
through the United States
Jerusalem and the beginning of t tie their appetitles, as the latter part of.!
matter.
class
second
psa&t
important events of Holy week lewi-- , the Season Is always hardest to ob-- .
Ing up to His passion and death. On serve as regards foods.
k
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of this week Is celebrated,
Following are six menus,' which
Thursday
cures perfect
'
the anniversary of the, institution of should be beneficial to the housewife bukintr.
Dally, by Carrier
-- I .05
Per Copy
the sacrament of holy communion and who observes Lent:
.15 the foundation of the Christian minMenu 1
One Week
HIGHEST AWARDS
lugA
.65 istry. On Friday is commemorated the
Clam Cocktails.
0n Month
Food
Pure
J
Worlds
...
11 t?TO'
7.50 crucifixion and death of the Savior.
Tomato Bouillon, Toasted Croutons
'..
Dne Year .
l:
On Saturday the church worships in Planked
Shad, Baked
Daily, by Mall
Potatoes,
Parts Exposition,
$6.00 silence at the tomb of the crucified
Stuffed Peppers
Otta Year (in advance)
franco, Martto.
1912.
3.00 Jesus and prepares to greet Him with
Endive Salad, Roquefort Cheese
Gut Months (in advance)
7.00 joy on Easter morning, the anniversCoffee Jelly,
3ca Year (In arrears)
Whipped Cream
3.75 ary of the resurrection.
tSix Months (in arrears)
Macaroons
r
Coffee
At St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal
f
2
.
.. Menu
church there will be lioly communion
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Gra'pefruit Cocktail. ;
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings at
GROWER
Cream of Asparagus Soup
12.00 10:30 o'clock. On Good Friday there
oe Year
at 7:30 o'clock Baked Bluefiah, jmv New Potatoes
1.00 will be
3x Months
Macaroni au Gratln,
....,,,
in the morning, and morning pr.ayer
Prune Souffle, Whipped Cream, ;V
sermon at 10:30 o'clock. There
and
I
(Cash In Advance for Mall
Coffee
will be services in this church in the
Subscriptions.)
Menu 3
afternoon on Monday, Tuesday, Thurs'Hemlt by check, draft or money
Fish Crowder
and Saturday at 4:15 o'clock.
feeder."1 If sent otherwise we will not day
Lobster Cutlets, Sauce Tartare
At the Church of the Immaculate
fc responsible for loss.
1
ried Cauliflower
Conception there will be services on
Mushrooms
Specimen copies free on application. Thursday and Friday evenings. On
on Toast
Broiled
Fruit Salad
Thursday the institution of the sacramFloating Island
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ent-of
holy communion and the
Coffee
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Christian priesthood will be celebiat
j
4
Menu
mornmass
on
PAID FOR
the
Thursday
id. At
Sardine Relish,
ing the bleased sacrament will be reCream of Celery Soup
moved to a side altar and exposed to
Advertisers are- - guaranteed the
Broiled Potatoes
the view of the faithful, where it will Broiled Shad,
largest daily and weekly; circulation remain until Friday morning, when
Asparagus
1f any newspaper in northern New mass of the prssancltifled will be j j
Cream Cheese Salad
Mexico.
Pineapple Shortcake
said. On Thursday evening there will 'i.;,.
'
:T
Coffee
on
evening
and
sermon
a
Friday
be
Menu 5
TELEPHONES
there will be way ot the cross, serMussels au Vinaigrette,
Main 2 mon and benediction of the blessed
Business Office
Tomato Bisque
On Saturday morning
News Department
Main 2 sacrament.
Potato Puffs
there will be a mass at 7 o'clock at Halibut Steak,
Cucumber au Cratin,
will take
fire
of
the
which
blessing
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Cress and Cucumber Salad
place. On Thursday morning the
their
make
will
Cherry Cobbler,
of
the
women
parish
TIIH G. A. K.
Coffee
Easter communion, and on Sunday
Menu 6
men will approach the
the
morning
Then
Clam Chowder, New England Style
sacrament.
Forty-eigh- t
years ago today the first
Fish Turbot, Baker Tomato,
conannouncements
More detailed
1. A. R. post was established, in
Creamed Asparagus
two
these
in
services
the
111.
Major Benjamin 'F. Steph-- ' cerning
Heart of Lettuce, Russian Sauce
will be made later in
churches
likely
;json, surgHn of the Fourteenth II- Rhubarb Tartlet,
week.
iinois regiment, and three army the
Coffto
5'rteads had drawn up the constitution
In
the
first
if the endive sal
menu,
POSTMASTER
FOR
GREENE
two months before. The secret ritual
6. That the name ad Is made by splitting the blade of
Santa
Fe,
April
3ras printed by veterans in the office
to be withdrawn for leave, then sutffing them with the
vit the Decatur Tribune, all of whom of A. P. Hill is
at
Santa
Fe, Is word that cheese crushed into a paste moistenw?re members of the order. Its pur pastmaster
comes from Washington, D. C. The ed with French dressing, then presspose was tha 'establishment and de
of United States Senator T. B. ed together and piled into the salad I Toa oa't m suaer wha yo bar cbcaa sr a I
return
fense of the late soldiery of the United
powder. Don't bt mislti. Bar Calunet. It'a I
Catron to the national capital marks bowl before putting on the well chill- II bftkiot
iei bat raaka, I
aiart economical mora wholoeait
States, morally, socially and politic- the
most
be
found
it
will
ed
ia far aaperior to tear milk and aoda.
land
to
Calunet
mayonnaise,
I
the
of
fight
resumption
ally, with a view to inculcate a proper General Charles, F. Easley for the po tasty.
appreciation of their services and
In the second menu the spring sal
H. B. Fergusson
elaims by the American, people." The sition. Congressman
is also receiving many letters and pe ad is made of thinly sliced cucum- NEW JERSEY AND THE TARIFF
Ifirst national encampment was held
Paterson, N. J., April 6. Much in
the appointment of bers, radishes and spring onions, with
an Indianapolis in 1866. General S. A. titions urging
some white lettuce leaves cut with terest is manifested in the special
to the place.
Greene
Karl
Il'urlbut becume tbie first commander-tfn-chiePostmaster John Pflueger today re the Scissors into ribbons. A sour election to be held in the Seventh
ceived word that the following presi- cream dressing, or a light mayonnaise congressional district tomorrow to
,7,'
Now
fill the vacancy caused by the death
dential postmasters in New, Mexico is best with: this salad.
Today there are more than 5,000 G. have been commissioned: Henry C.
The lobster cutlets of the third of Representative Bremner. Four par
A. R. posts. The order reached a
menu are made by flaking the cold ties are represented in the race. The
Roehl, Albuquerque; Ervin E. Brunk,
y
boiled
membership of 400,489 in 1890.
lobster and adding to the meat result is considered , doubtful. The
and
eLopoldo
Chaves county
it has been reduced by death to Dexter,
a
half
cup of fine bread crumbs, one district is a manufacturing center an.l
Sanchez, Santa Riosa, Guadalupe
' Jess
than 170,000. The death rate is
of an onion, juice of half the result is expected to" reflect the
egg,
juice
class
fourth
county, The following
a lemon, pepper and salt Form Into sentiment in regards to the new tar
v'aa?rming higher each,, yearorthe
commissioned:
were
postmaster
in egg, roll in crumbs and iff. The( republicans have endeavor
veterans of the civil ...war now,"have
Hodge, Ranger Lake, Chaves cutlets, dip
R.
A.
G.
69
The
Valleci-tos- , fry in hot fat; serve With garnish of ed to keep the tariff
of
Issue to the
sa average
years.
Alberto
Amado,
and
county;
cress and sauce tartare.
front in the campaign. Representa
lias held a national encampment every
Rio Arriba county.
The cream cheese salad in the tive Bremner was a democrat and
year, excepting in 1867, and has gath-re- 4
menu is made by having a bed should the district elect a republican
fourth
la nearly every important city In
with
trouble,
kidney
When run down
country. It was the originator of backache, rheumatism or bladder of white lettuce leaves in the salad as, his successor the .result naturally
SJay 30 as Memorial day, beginning in weakness, turn quickly for help to bowl, and at the last minute putting' kciuld be quoted against the Wilson
The candidates are
1868. Some of the nation's most dis- Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take a package of creani ''cheese into the admlristration.
tinguished soldiers have been com- them into your system without nav- ricer and lightly 'sneezing it over the James J. O'Byrne, democrat; Dow H.
nanders-itt-chiie- f
Generals Burn side, ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him- - lettuce. It looks like spaghetti and Drukker,
Henry A.
republican;
A French Whitehead,
progressive, anl Gordon
Xgan, Hurlbut, Hartranft, Alger, Rob r rod, N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney fins is decorative' and cool.
have done me more good than $150.00 dressing is poured on just as it is Demarest, socialist. ',f I ':
inson, Devenis and, Wagner, of the
army.
worth of medicine." They give good served. Pineapple shortcake is made
shortcake of
--o
results. O. G. Sebaef er and Red Cross like the
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
biscuit dough, and may be eaten hot
INTEREST IN CHICAGO ELECTION Drug Store. Adv.
...
i
euffer from rheumatism when
Why
cold."
Be' sure, however,' that' there
jr
Chicago, IB., April 6 The polls will
relief
be had at so small a cost?
may
to
extra
serve
is
with
syrup enough
SCHOOL PLANS ADOPTED
iea at 6 o'clock tomorrow morning
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
most
were
as
apthe
I'lans
looked
la
what
upon,
Santa Fe, April
for
For the famous Russian sauce, take "I have (been- subject jo attacks of
election iai
for the fine new school
today
important aldornianle
proved
rheumatism
for"
'
ot heavy mayoiinaise, add to It
years. - Chamberlain's
history..: It will ,be the, first building' at Galisteo, southern Santa a cup
Liniment
relieves me imme
always
of
a
of
catsup. Juice
tablespoonful
time that women havei been given the Fe county. It will have a mission
and I take pleasure . in rec
diately,
a
small
lawone
half
onion,
class
salt,
two
pepper'
for
vote
to
the
will
jhave
city
atvle exterior and
opportunity
ommending it to others." 25 and 50
makers. Furthermore, seven women rooms 24x30 as well as a manual train- - olive, few Wades of chives and a cent bottles For sale
by all dealers.
minced
of
alderand
pepper
green
hat
hall
finely
for
strip
to
are among the nominees
ins room, in addition
'
Adv.
th&
'bud
man. Three are on the progressive and toilet rooms. The equipment Is Rub the mixing spoon with
ticket and four on the socialist ticket. to be modern. and sanitary throughout of a garlic.
COMMITTEES ARE APPOINTED
Particular Interest centers in the con with, the lighting perfectly planned.
SALOON CONTEST BITTER
Santa Fe, April 6. Judge John R.
test in the first ward, where Miss- Miss Josephine Cunningham is the
Springfield, 111.', April 6 Illinois McFie, president of the New Mexico
"Drake, progressive, rs running in op- superintendent and Jose Villanueva
term
J. the principal of the school. The
goes tomorrow to the stiffest teat Archaeological society, today appoint
lition ta "Bath. House"oneJohn
which
10
of
the
hag been made up to date in ed the following committees: To take
County
On
April
is eight months.
Omghlin, for many years
ma-- snnerintendent and Mrs. John V. Con the state between the liquor interests steps to add to the national monument
Democratic,
in
the
ringleaders,
forces.
and the
Spring- at Gran Quivira, lands of the late Mrs
way will address a rally of teachers
,.
Corbyn, Dr. E. L. Hewett,' Filadelfo
The election involves not only the and directors at ' Gailsteo to mane field, Decatur, Molime, Danville,
evin
Aurora
fact,
and,
nearly
been
Baca, Don f. Johnson, Benjamin M.
statical tiestions Which have
final arrangements for the completion
ery city of importance in the state Read and John W. Corbett. To es
s well advertised, but eome important of the school.
is witnessing today the closing of a tablish a Bandelier memorial, A. L
jweunlary questions as well. The
bitter
flesh
for
campaign. Chicago and Peoria Morrison, H S. Kaune, Fred Muller,
system
fcuJKIins of CUtcago's propose
A valuable dressing
ImMrs. B. M. Thomas, Miss Manderfield.
r .r enfcways is. one of the leading issues wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash, are practically the only cities of
not
involved
are
in
the
that
not
VS.
SNOW
is
portance
BALLARD'S
saloon
To draft (resolutions upon the death
qaestibn
Is
mt stake. The
chafed
skin,
"
to be put before the voters this year, LINIMENT; it is both healing and contest. The leaders of the "dry" of the late Congressman John L
that several thous- Lacey, L. C. Collins, C. E. Llnney,
lie preJaH o have it placed on the antiseptic. Price 25c, G0c and $1.00 movement predict
will be voted out of busi- Mrs. James L
Co.
saloons
and
of
Central
lack
Drug
defeated
Sold
by
bottle.
nor
by
Seligman, Mrs. T. Z.
i,ii:M having len
ness when the ballots are counted.
Winters and Mrs. W. T. Thornton.
Adv.
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The first .concert of the Santa Fe
railway reading room course to be
given in Las Vegas this season oc
curred Saturday night at the Y. M. C.
A. when the Lucy Stoddard Dramatic
and Concert company entertained a
;
'
"'
,
large audience.
The concert was a .huge success and
all who attended were well pleased.
Miss Ruth Evans, a young dancer of
unusual ability, was One of the most
Interesting of th troupe and gave several classic dances which have been
seen In this city but few times. She
had grace and beauty that assisted her
greatly in the manipulation of the
,
steps.
Miss Lucy Stoddard easily held the
audience during the evening with her
clever and interesting reading. Miss
Stoddard proved herself an artist at
impersonation. She gave "The Girl
of the Golden West," a play in several
acts, carrying all the asharsbcters.
pioyd Ktstler and Edgar L. Brown,
two young men" with well trained
voices, were interesting, their musical
numbers being thoroughly appreciatsd
by the audience.
The next concert that will appear
jiere will be given by the New York
Ladies' Quartette and Concert company. This will be given at th Duncan opera house next Wednesday
evening. This company ia said to be
4
one of the best of the Busser
attractions.
On April 17 the Pasadena Literary
and Musical Concert company will appear here under the auspices of the
Santa Fe reading room course.

i

1913-191-

To Use Opera House

Before the concert began the Y. M.
C. A. took a vote among the Santa
Fe men as to whether they wanted to
have the future Santa Fe concerts
held in the Y. M. C. A., where there
would be no charge, or in the opera
house, where each person would be
expected to donate 10 cents in order
to take care of the hire of the hall.
Cards were distributed reading:
"Which uo you want, to, donate 10
cents per person and have the Santa
Fe entertainments in the opera house,
or have them in the Y. M. C. A. free?"
After the vote was taken in which
the employes and their families only
were allowed to vote, it was found
that the votes in favor of the opera
house numbered 96, and in favor of
the Y. M. C. A., 24. When the vote
was announced one of the men who
had voted for the Y. M. C. A. moved
that the choice of the opera house be
made unanimous. This motion was
seconded and carried.

le

Jewelry
Kewpies

OF MERIT
medicine, like every-

A MEDICINE

The New

A proprietary
thing else that comes before the public, has to prove its merits. The law
of the survival of the fittest applies
in this field as in Others. The reason
for the tremendous success of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
because it has been fulfilling a real
human' need for forty years, so that
today thousands of American Women
owe their health and happiness to the
marvelous power of this famous medi
cine, made from roots and herbs
nature's remedy for woman's ,ills.
"
Adv.
v
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LIVE-STO-
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
of
:Newl York, April

V

Pins
WatchChains
for the Belt

Waldermar
Chains

Sautoir
Chains

CK

Kansas City, Apriu 6. Hogs, reMarket steady. Bulk
ceipts 6,000.
$8.508.65; heavy $8i608';i0; packers and butchers $8.B58,.7.p, lights
$8.458.65; pigs ?f: 508. 25.
Cattle, receipts 8,000. Market steahigher. Prime fed
dy to 10 cents
steers $8.609.25; dressed AtotUjteers
$7.258.50; western steers-$78.6southern steers $68;. oowa, 1.50
7.50; heifers $6. 758;75; ,j stackers
and feeders $6.508; bulls $5.50
7; calves $6.50lt).
Sheep, receipts 17,000. Market steady. Lamba $6.758.25; yearlings $6
7.25; wethers $5.256.75; ewes $5
6.50; stockers and feeders $3.50

Friendship
Bracelets
AT TAUPERT'S

The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar ...
Atchison
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
1V
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd'.i

the market during the morning was
pronounced, even by comparison with
the slow session which had been the
The fact
rule for several weeks.
that prices advanced despite the paralysis of buying was regarded as indicative of sound technical conditions.
Business ran largely to the industrials and specialties.
Movements of some stocks were
symptomatic of oversold conditions.
With the prospects of an Easter holiday from Thursday night to Monday
morning and the tendency of the
market to hang fire, pending developments at Washington, traders Were
reluctant to take on stocks for more
than a scalping profit. Bonds were
steady.
Resisting powe of the list lessened as speculation steadily diminished, and quotations in the later afternoon ruled from
to.,J&, under the
Metropolitan
Interborough
morning.
preferred weakened after being bid up
smartly on revived dividend rumors.

76
.100
97 &
165

94'
165

63'

..110

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, April 6. Wheat eased off
today, owing to large receipts northwest, lower cables and prospects that
the government crop report tomorrow would be of a bearish character.
,

cent lower and
to
Prices opened
made a slight further
sag before
showing any signs of a rally.
Offerings of corn were quickly absorbed. Quotations, which at the outcent up,
cent off to
set were
advanced gradually all around.
Wet weather,' certain to cause fur-te- r
delay to seeding, put firmness Into oats.
,
"'
First sales of provisions ranged
from a shade to five lower, but the
market later reacted. Thb closing
quotations were as follows';''
Wheat, May 90; July:!86.
Corn, May 68; July 68.
Oats, May 39; July 39.
Pork, May $20.77; July $20.82.
Lard, May $10.50; July $10.67.
Ribs, May $11.10; July $11.27.
'
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Dry Goods, Suits, Shoes, Hats, Coas
Dresses, Men's and Boys' Furnishings
April 4 to AWil 12
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LISTENERS

REGULATIONS
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PLEASURE

HOUSEWIVES MAY FEED FAM
ILIES WELL WITHOUT BREAK.

CELEBRATES
SACRAMENT
AND DEATH OF CHRIST
CHURCH
N

FIRST CONCERT

ID)

j
tGMSOMLS

Published by

THE

There are many advantages in
the concerts in the opera house,
A
and while the Y. ,M. C. A. is more than
glad to have the concerts continued, in
its auditorium, yet it is a well known
TO
fact that it hasn't the facilities either
to take care of the crowd or properly
to stage the different attractions.
The same rules regarding the reservation of ticketsi will be enforced excepting that those holding reserved
RESUMPTION OF SANTA FE EN seat tickets will be given until 9
o'clock to claim their seats. After this
TERTAINMENT IS HAILED
(
WITH DELIGHT
time the seats will be open.

TfTS

.TTts:.'':.

SIX DAYS OF

OF IMPORTANT

MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1914.

Interesting Price Concessions for Easter
Week on Suits, Coats and Dresses
.

Chl-niro- 's

SI 5.00 Coats or Suits
17.50 Coasts or Suits,

,

20.00 CooLts or Suits;
25.00 CooJts or Suits
27,00 Coats or Suits
30.00 Coats or Suits
35.00 Coats or Suits
40.00 Coats or Suits

anti-saloo- n

15

Mori-mouth-

Our
Dry Goods

Specials

(t

16.45
18.98
21.69

:

'

24.00
27.15
31.75

Per Cent Off All Dresses

r
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All Shoes.

Pumps or
Oxfords
on Sa-Ia

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor here today.
S. Newman of Denver was a commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
John McNIerny of Rociada came in
Saturday night for a 'short business
'"
visit.
.6!. A; Poej. located at Mineral Hill,
amn In Saturday night for a . short
visit with friends.
,W. G. Ogle left yesterday afternoon
for a business visit over the northern

FIVE

3

FEATURE FILM AT

A Taste
;
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BROWNE IS

Health

-'- K;;;-.0f

!' ;

A DOLLAR.

IS IT?

"l worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar.; I might have spent it In a minute, but I did not
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may spend It and. start tomorrow bankrupt. I may nave it and tomorrow not work at all, because my. yesterday's dollar will pajl for the service of another who
may do the
work better than myBelf." A dollar is really a part M a man's life and as. he guards his health to take
care of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past
'

GREAT

Is Sweet

PRODUCTION
PICTURE
OF "AN
TONY AND CLEOPATRA
13
WONDERFUL WORK1'

'

And some folks use it toward money and fame.

''.-

v.':-',

jta

'.''J
We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.
'.
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PEOPLES BANK M TRUST CO.

Are you eating right for health?

Words fail to express with Justice
the mah'Jfold v.' b'eauties otj George
Kleine's latest photo drama success,
Tk T
part of the state,
and- Cleopatra,", which
was
"Antony
In
came
H. M. Miller of Denver
at
Browne.
the
It C. A." This was decided 'upon some which many filings have been made this fall vote f6r a district
last
shown
night
judge to
1
yesterday afternoon for a short busi
Is once 1n"
lifetime, where every time ago, but the inauguration of the lately. ' It the present influx is main- succeed Granville A. Richardson,
ness. visit In this city.
attribute meets the requirements of use of the name begins publicly with tained, the entire public domain be- the place under appointment
CO. Cushman of Albuquerque came
public' fancy. Historically it Is the use of the advertising envelopes.
twedn' Santa Fe and Lamy and Ken from Governor McDonald.
It is beIn yesterday morning for a short bus
most important production that has
Montezuma naturally will at nedy on the south will be turned into lieved that Judge Richardson will be
Camp
this
in
city.
iness visit
'
yet been presented In this country, tract tourists and all people interest dry farms.
a school
is delicious with cream; easy to dlgsst ia fact, partially
although there are several
Miss Josephine Young,
an
and
the
has
powered
a
resorts
be
in
and
thus
will
story
equally
speGeneral
D.
John
Marsh
al
Surveyor
candidates and .the
other
yesand
nourishment.
in
Mound,
prospective
spent
teacher at Wagon
perfect
fully attraction to all readers and cial benefit to Las Vegas. It is be so approved the survey of Township other counties in the district ' are
this
in
city.
her
with
parents
terday
students. In point of spectacular lieved that the name will fit the 9 N. 17 W., one of the odd townships
J. W. Bally of Lawrence, Kan,, ar
clamoring for a judgeship.
It contains all the nutrition of wheat and barley including
beauty it has never been approached. camp bettor than that used last year, along the Santa Fe Pacific not the
rived in Las Vegas yesterday and will
the vital mineral salts (Phosphate of Potash, etc.) in just the
Made by the Cines company, which although the camp will not be locat property of the railroad company. The
COURT
IN PROBATE
visit friends here for the next severthe
in
as
made
"Quo Vadis," it has all the big- ed where the Montezuma hotel stands. township is near the 'Zunl reserva
grains.
grown
right proportion
'
6. Leo
Ilersctt Santa
Fe,
April
al days.
'
ness that characterized that wonder People naturally inquire about this tion.
returnof
administrator
was today appointed
Mr. and Mrs. George Tripp
ful subject, coupled with the realiza with the adoption of the new name,
in place of rich, greasy, in.
A regular ration of Grape-Nut- s
estate
of Albert T. Fischer, being
the
ed to their ranch at Levy today after
tion of dramatic i?romainticism afford but Secretary Le Noir wishes it disPOPE RETURNS HOME
being one of the creditors and
having been visitors here for the past
digestable' food generally shows a deftni e gain,
ed by Egypt and .'the famous love tinctly understood that the camp will
Santa Fe, April 6. Federal Judge none of the heirs being residents.
few days.
and
of
Antony
continue at the old place. Just above William H. pope returned Saturday Hersch furnished a bond of $500.
tragedy
A. O. Jahren and N. J. Grist of
with the El Porvenir resort.
is
acted,
It
superbly
afternoon from Las Cruces, where he
a
itl
Hare
Doubt
visitors
businesswere
Probate Judge1 Canuto Alarid today
try!
Mound
Wagon
Vadis1
the
and
of
"Quo
Dramatic
orginial
held federal court. District Clerk and
Stoddard
The
many
Lucy
the petition of James B.
here today. They came In Saturday
granted
players In the cast. , Signer Antony Concert company, which appeared at Mrs. Harry F. Lee and Mrs. W. H. Head and Myrtle Gertrude Read ask
evening.
Novell!, who will, be remembered &i the Y. M. C. 'A. Saturday night, was Pope motored to Lamy to meet him
11.
sold by Grocers everywhere
ing to legalize the adoption
Mx Nordhaus of Albuquerque and
and and bring him with, them, to Santa Fe.
Vinitius in the earlier production, ap taken to the camp yesterday
tlrt
riett Leona Grifn, a minor.
Ju'is Ilfeld of this city left yester-l(yjjfo- r
Marc An spent the entire day in the moun United States Attorney
Summers
pears as the soldier-loveSanta Rosa on a short busitony. Signor Ignazio Lupi Is cast for tains. So enthused are the members Burkhart and his oierk, G. C. Taylor
EXPECT TO ELECT DEMOCRAT
ness visit
Den-tinAugustus Caesar Otetavlus; Slgnora of this company over the beauty of of Albuquerque, is here for the
clinician
Dr. F. R. Lord,
for the
GV C. Westerfleld of Albuqeurque
Di5 J". Cassidy, Jr., of Mora drove
Boston, April 6, The campaign in
Is the the scenery that they practically made April term of federal court that conand Pyorrhocide company of Giovanni Teribili Gonzales
Twelfth congressional district of
the
came In Saturday evening and will in Ms afternoon for a brief business
while Signorva jElsa reservations for a stay at the camp vened on Monday. The grand Jury is
Cleopatra,
beautiful
New
returned
last
York
night
the
city,
for
'closed today. Tomor- here
Massachusetts
visitor
business
te a
visit.
of this summer. All the members stat to be
as Octavia, wif
without
Lnard
appears
and
it
in
?Tom
visit
extended
empaneled
delay
an
business
next few days.
row, a special election will be hld
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CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
FOR RENT 'Rooms for light house fjurth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
RENT
Two room house and G. K.; Prank Angel, F. 8.
f OH
four room house, furnished. Phone
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Meet. In the Forest of Brotherly
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at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
cept heat; no stek. T. J. Carvlll, each month
G.
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Investment and
fourth Thursday evening eacb
Agency corporation. Phone Main 40.
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltin?
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
eggs, 30 cents' each; the stay at
home kind. Phone Purple C623. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64t
. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
FOR SALE 1,200 pound
per-

FOR RENT Rooms and houses, fine
scenery, sparkling water, good fish
ing and hunting; ideal for health
and pleasure seekers. S. L. Barker,
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KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights aid
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
100 BUFF ROCK baby, chicks, $12.00.
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
Money must accompany order. Will cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.' Montague,
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N.'M.
FOR SALE OR RENT-Fi- ne
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Is the least you think you can live on

Arrive

4. Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.'; T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.
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m
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SHE WAS WISE

OPTIC'S NUMBER,
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Meets first and third Tie
day evenings each month at Woo
men hail. Visiting brothers cordlai
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, (Secretary

F. O. E.

Five cents per line each Insertion,
ft,
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line,
v
slar conclave
er- er
I
MIsb
No
Slowwit
Gora,
Mr.
ad to occupy less space than two
tell
you
4ay In each nantb. at Mat can't begin to erer
All
lines
advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
er er how much I erer love you. will be booked at space
actually set
Miss Caustique Well, you certainly
E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number, of words- - IL Smith,
have been a long time beginning.
corder,
j
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

7

I

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nlgit B
A. M. Regular communication first and O R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa a)
'
In 8 o'clock.
Visiting members art
third Thursday
each month. Vialtlng dia'.ly welcome. J. C, Werti, Pr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Bubler. Secretary; C, S
M. Gary, W. M., H. s. Van Bally. Treasurer.
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Into
county, in the next
4 state.Shaughnessy
" 'Maybe she'll come b.ck,' we said.
she won't,' says Hi, grinning.
ABIGAIL Tm"'No,
going to make her think I'm v'un:
ning away with her to marry her, and
by thunder, I'll make her think she's
escaped me by a meracle.'
By GEORGE MUNSON.
"Well, sir, Miss Abigail, like most
"Votes for women?" Inquired my
friend the fisherman, cutting oft a gen- old maids hadn't no use for matri
erous slice of chewing tobacco from mony. Not that she refused to rec
black stick of plug. "Sure I believe ognize it as a divine institution, but
In 'em., But you can't change nature she looked on it very much as the
by no such means as that. A woman Apostle Paul did, and we agreed that
that has a vote will be, more or less, Hi's scheme would most likely scare
the same as a woman without one. her out of Tobias. Hi was to start
Some women with the vote will be out on the follering morning and look
ngels, just the same as if they hadn't, for Miss Abigail along the shore. She'd
and some will be the other thing got a scheme .for putting oil on the

t

A3

Aalfc

TAi.Hl

A&AAjfe A

A

A

MISS

-
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waters of the crick, to kill next year's
whether they have the vote or not
"Now there's that Miss Abigail Per- mosquitoes, and it seemed safe enough
kins you saw up here last summer. for Hi to reckon on finding her there
,
and kidnaping her before anyone
Spinster, age uncertain, temper
could come to help if anyone wanted
home, Boston. Thought she was
filled with the love of humanity, when to.
"We put up ten dollars apiece for
it was plain ordinary well, you'll see
wear
what It was later. No, it didn't de- gasolene and sundries, including
of tires. It was cheap at the price,
home.
She
had
gone
until
you
velop
but we found afterwards that Hi Bliss
tayed up here all last winter, you made a
good profit out of the deal, as
now
here
she's
know. Fact is,
staying
he usually did. The next morning,
but she's changed greatly changed.
HI came spinning along
sure
"Well, sir, Tobias never prided It- In hisenough
automobile.
or
an
but
on
self
just
being anything
" 'I'll be back tomorrow night, boys,'
41nary village. No rich men, no poor, be
says, winking. 'Have you seen
and them that's got the most money
earned it honestly. Decent fishermen, her?'
"We had. She was down to the
or the most part, trying to make a
full of kerocrick
with a watering-caand
wives
fair living and give their
Hi
off
We
sene.
and sort of
tipped
families the best they can. Along
we
omes Miss Perkins, wanting to re waited around. Ten minutes later
heard the worst yelling you ever im
form Tobias.
and a minute after that Hi's
"You remember last August it wa agined,
automobile come whizzing along the
the flies that bothered her. Said fllef road,
containing HI and Miss Abigail.
and
'was a disgrace to
She was clinging round his neck and
out
'em
and wanted to, wipe
'kidnaper!' in a voice that
before the spring come along. Went shouting
to have waked all Tobias. But
iround about the back doors pouring ought offered to
interfere as the auto
kerosene on the flower beds. Ruined nbbody
went by, and presently we see it
ou
set
I'd
bulbs
of
two dollars' worth
the road toward the hills,
iand spoiled a half ton of fertilizer 15 whizzing up
and Miss Abigail still clinging to Hi's
!my stable. Did I say anything? No neck. '
CI believe in
people's motive and Misi
"We waited a week, and then anAbigail's was all right, only th other, and at the end of that time we
iatrings got twisted.
sadly agreed that there must have
"Started a crusade against the cow been
some accident. We guessed the
the
curst
Said
Christmas.
along about
auto bad been upset and both their
WhiM
was
Great
the
of the country
necks broken, and nobody grieved
iFlague, coming from cows. Got 8 very much as the third week went by,
'tube full of some doctor's stuff and and the fourth came in.
"went round pricking every cow undei
"About the middle of the fourth
the ear. Few days later, said cow week Hi comes bowling into town,
would naturally go off her feed, bav and with him Miss Abigail, looking aa
lng all that stuff put into her system spruce as a new pin. Hi stops the
iMisa Abigail says that's a sign ol car.
tuber tuber tubers. Wanted 'en
'"Boys," he says, 'let me present
killed. Tobias set up a holler and w
to my wife. We've bin on our
you
saved our cows.
honeymoon in New York, and there's
"You remember Hiram Bliss, whe chicken for supper and
you're all
"wanted to charge the artists a com welcome.'
mission for letting 'em paint his seen
"I don't know which startled us the
ery? Meanest man in Tobias, most more, the wedding or Hi's asking us
old
skinflint
Hard
people thought.
to supper. But there's been a change
.grasping, and always ready to tak since then, sir. Those two sort of
chipped each other's rough edges off,
and, as my wife says, what made them
so cranky was neither being married.
You couldn't find a better neighbor
than Hi now, and as for Mrs. Abigail
say, my wife says that kid of theirs
methIs being raised by
ods the same as ours was!
.

n

civil-'J-eatio-

san-l-tati-

(Copyright,
MADE

'

,Wnt
;
i

Around Pricking Every Co
Under tha Ear.
-

advantage of bis neighbor. Well, sir,
when Miss Abigail got the cow cruk
lit bit Mm pretty bard. He was the In
vlnw W
.femva 1.
aiimk WVTP,
tniniillt
......
u u v v. wtill.. vwtsu
fVa.
cause he bad twenty-six- .
and Minn AbV
Stall bad got Into his pasture and
pricked every cow he had, and the)
all developed tubers. Well, as I wai
saying, we saved our cows, but whea
jwe beard Miss Abigail was starting
an agitation to have half our cottage!
pulled down, because they wasn't san
Itary, we set up another holler. MIbi
Abigail was fighting all Tobias then
except Small, the builder, who was on
her side, being naturally prejudiced.
t We held a town meeting, and a few
'of us formed a committee me, Joe
'Emery, Jim Byles and Luke Thomson
Something had to be done to stop
jdliBa Abigail from making our live
miserable. She was here and there
and everywhere. She had something
to tell the mothers about the babies'
feeding, and she wanted physicology
taught in the school, and she didn't
think oatB ought to be about when
the birds was nesting. Well, sir. we
vere In the heat of tie discussion
'
:
&ua in" walks Hi Bliss.
"I hear you boys are holding a town
iaeeting regarding that Perkins wa- Man," he says. We were so surprised
to see him acting neighborly' that, we
didn't know wbat to. say. "Make me
...
,vi
,,
cuuirman. Bays til, ana i n iu
;

,

1

settle

her.

Twenty-si-

x

cows,

aud

saved by the skin of the neck!"
We "elected him to tha cfraSr untuH-- J
mously, and then he told ua his plan
There wasn't no way of getting rid of
SnJss Ablfiail except-- ' by i kidnapping
bar. Hi explained that if we'd-pathe
cost of 'the gasolene he'd get her sntc
bia auto, ,which he'd been too mean
to use ever since he bought it, the
year before, and run her out a couple
of hundred miles over the mountains

1914,

by W. G. Chapman.)

THE PUN PERMISSIBLE

TO COMPLETE

SEVEN

ROAD

Santa Fe, April ..5i Stale Engineer
.lames A. French, 'Road Engineer DanW. F.
iel S. Hooker and Foreman
Jacobs are selecting a right, of,' way
for El Camino Real from Fort Seld&n
The road will cross the
to Riucou.
Rio Grande four miles west of Hatch,
where it will cross to the east side
of the river on a bridge which .13 to
From that place it
be constructed.
the
will run to Garfield, to near
mouth of the Rio Percha. From Per-ch- a
it is to run north through lands
to he placed under Irrigation from
the Engle dam to Las Palomas. and
thence to Hot Springs to connect with
the road now being built in Nogal
The hill at Fort . Selden,
Canyon.
going over a long sanry stretchi has
bealways been a barrier for travel
tween Las Cruces and Hiacon. The
new road will Bave ten miles in the
distance. Thia stretch will practically complete El Camino Real from
a
Raton to El Paso via Las Vegas, San-SFe and Albuquerque.

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK
.'

SURPLUS

CAPITAL. PAID IN
1100,000.00

I50,OOO.W
!

!

Monday

J

f

'

r

r

r
National singles court tenuis chamt
pionships, begin in New York.
Tournament Of Northwestern International Bowling association opens
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
T,.,1T
8X, T. Hoskins, Cashier.
i.i
in Portland, Ore.
Frank
'J
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash, '
'p
...vs..
Americana
PhilaPhiladelphia
delphia Nationals, at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati Nationals vs, Cleveland
.. "
Americans, at Cincinnati.
'
South Atlantic league opeha its
season, with Columbia at Augusta,
Savannah at Charleston, Jacksonville
at Albany and Columbus at Macon.
Tuesday
Opening of Edmonton Spring Horse
show, at Edmonton, Alberta.
Leo' Kelly vs, Charley Pierson, 10
rounds, at Joplln, Mo.
"Spike" Kelly vs. "Wildcat" Ferns,
10 rounds, at Superior, Wis.
Office with the Sao Miguel 'Naiional Bank
Philadelphia Americans vs. PhilaRub the joints with BALLARD'S delphia Nationals, at
Philadelphia.
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheumaBrooklyn Nationals vs. New York
WTM. Q. HATDON
. President
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the Americans, at Brooklyn.
reand
its
soothing
hone conveying
W. KEiLLT
Vice PresidMt
Cincinnati Nationals vs. Cleveland
storative influence to the spot where Americans, at Cincinnati
D.
.
Treasurer
M ,
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
Wednesday
Sold by Central
$1.00 per .bottle.
Annual tournament of National
Drug Co. Adv.
Bowling association opens at Atlantic City, N. J.
VOTING IN MONTANA CITIES
of Indiana
Annual tournament
Butte, Mont., April 6. This was Bowling association
at Gary,
opens
Freddie Duffy vs. Freddie Yelle 12
Friday-Pacifimunicipal election day in the principal Ind.
Saturday
includof
Montana,
towns
and
cities
Anuual bench show of Minneapolis rounds, at Augusta, Me.
track and
Great
interscholaetio
Annual
northwest Indoor swimming
ing Butte, Missoula, Helena,
Kennel club at Minneapolis.
Philadelphia Nationals jvs. New
The
Stanford
uni
meet
Leland
field
at
Deer
Lodge.
and
Falls, Bozeman
championships, at Portland, Ore.
Philadelphia Nationals vs. New York Americans, at Philadelphia.
versity.
issues were .almost wholly of a local York Americans, at
Joe Mandot vs. Matty McCue, 10
Brooklyn Nationals vs. Philadelphia
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia Americans vs. Philac
character. In several of the larger
rounds, at Racine. Wis.
Brooklyn Nationals vs. Philadelphia Americans, at Brooklyn.
conJelphia Nationals, at Philadelphia.
cities the socialist vote figured
Jess Willard vs. Dan Dalley, 10
Americans, at Brooklyn.
'
Cincinnati Nationals vs. Detroit
Cincinnati Nationals vs. Boston Am;
spicuously.
Cincinnati Nationals vs. Detroit Americans,' at Cincinnati.
rounds, at Buffalo.
ericans, at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia Americans vs. Phila
Texas league opens its season, with
for Americans, at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn Nationals Nationals v
Foley Kidney Pills Successful
at
Nationals,
Beaumont
delphia
Thursaay
New
Philadelphia.
Antonio
at
Trouble
York Americans, at Brooklyn.
gain
Galveston,
and
Kidney
Rheumatism
Annual
golf tournament at Houston, Fort Worth at Austin
Ciucinatl Nationals vs, Detroit AmWashington Americana vs. Boston
Positive in action for backache,
opens at Pinehurst, N. C.
and Dallas at Waco..
Nationals, a Washington.
ericans, at Cincinnati.
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
Madder troubles.. P. J, Boyd, Ogle,
bot
Tesas, writes: "After taking two
rheumy
Pills,
of
Kidney
tles
Foley
matism and kidney trouble are comeffective. O.
pletely gone." Safe and
Store.
f i
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
,
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MILWAUKEE CONTEST LIVELY
elecMilwaukee, April 8. Municipal
Wiscontions will be held throughout

sin tomorrow. In this city the
which closed today has been
the most exciting in many years. The
socialists are endeavoring to displace
city administration
the
from which
and regain the power
the
ousted
were
by
they
The mayoralty candidates
in 1912.
are the fame as two years ago, Mayor
Gerhard A. Bading standing for reticket
election on the '
and former Mayor Emil Seidel runsocial
ning as the candidate of the
cam-pagi-

n

ATTRACTIVE PRINTING

MEAT

'"

s

Hawthorne's Most Clever Use of Name ists.
of Friend Worthy to Rank
Socialists and the license' question
as a Classic.
figure in the contests in numerous
other cities throughout the state. In
The pun has never been considered
a vote will be taken on the
a very high distinguished form of wit Superior
municipal ownership and
for
proposal
by the humorists or writers of any lanthe street railways. Ad
of
nneration
guage. It must be admitted, however,
that when employed as Nathaniel ditional to the municipal elections
Hawthorne employed it, as a delicate will be an election for a supreme
tribute to a friend, the pun serves an court justice and four circuit court
excellent purpose.
justices.
Hawthorne's pun occurs in his "Out
Old Home," in the chapter beaded
To have a fine healthy complexion
"Consular Experiences." in referring
the liver must be active, the bow
to his sojourn at Liverpool as consul,
els
regular and the blood pure. All
during the presidency of Franklin
HBR-BINPierce; Hawthorne dwells with special this is brought about by using
liv
scours
the"
a
visits
on
of
the
EngIt
young
thoroughly
pleasure
lish friend, "a scholar and a literary er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
amateur, between whom and myseli in fine condition and restores that
there sprang up an affectionate and, 1 clear,
pink and White complexion so
trust, not transitory regard."
desired
much
by ladies. Price 50c.
This friend used to come and sit by
Central
Sold
by"
Drug Co. Adv.
vithe Hawthorne fireside, talking
literaand
upon
eloquently
vaciously
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
ture and life, the difference between
American and English characteristics,
The undersigned, mayor of the City
and many other subjects.
ot La3 Vegas, in the County of San
"It would gratify my cherished re Miguel, State of New Mexico, does
membrance of this dear friend," Hawnotice that an election
thorne continues, "if I could manage, hereby give
in the said City of Las
held
bo
will
without offending him, or letting the
first Tuesday of April,
on
the
name
Vegas,
his
to
introduce
know
it,
public
same being April ith,
illumithe
D.
A.
1914,
was
the
upon my page. Bright
nation of my dusky little apartment as of said year, as provided by law, for
often as he ' made his appearance the purpose of electing tie following
there."
officers, to wit:
The casual reader never suspects city
One
mayor fcr said city for the
that Hawthorne has accomplished his
term of two years; one city clerk for
purpose, and that the adjective that
the term of two years.
thus
sentence
a
and
cunningly begins
One city treasurer for the term of
achieves the right to a capital initial
name.
as
a
read
also
be
proper
two
nny
years.
Henry A. Bright was, in fact, HawOne alderman for tha First ward
thorne's only intimate friend in Liver- for a term of four years. "
pool, lie was a man of wealth and
One alderman for the Second ward
position, a literary dilettante. Hawa term of four years.
for
manuthorne gave him the complete
One alderman for the Third ward
script of "The Marble Faun," and it
remains one of the most valued pos- for a term of fottr years.
sessions of Bright's descendants.
One alderman for the Fourth ward
for a term of four years.
Youthful Dutch Smokers.
Done this 16th day of March, A. D.
A census of smokers taken the oth1914,
nine
er day among the boys attending
'
ROBERT J. TAUPERT, '
elementary schools in a suburb of Am
Mayor of Said City.
Attest:
reveals
Holland,
among
that
sterdam,
o'.ia they num.ter ion per
CHA3. TAMME,
the
rent - amonsr those of seven years 16
City Clerk.
pit cent.; and 32 per cent among
those of eight; while In the sixth
schooling year, at which the average
PILLS
IICIiESTEH
age is twelve, the percentage has risen
the
after
falls
63.
tvJiU'ttf
lfrntCKJst.
AsU
As
it
f
to
rapidly
lour
fr
limit of compulsory attendance, the
m.if t with
I"li.,n
T.'ihlwn.
h')rl
1 TfsUo 110 (tir. fUtv of vonr
early use of tobacco would not ap
pear to be an incentive to learning
Afv.avs Keli.iNe
vcnril
It Is the cigar, not the cigarette, which
SOLSEYCSUCGSSISLVaiViVKCRE
these Dntr.h voung3tfirs dblignt in.
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

Make a gocd impression with good envelope sprinted at the
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GOOD QUALITY
NO. 6
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IN.
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LOCAL NEWS

Friday's and Saturday Market
LIVE CHICKENS
DRESSED CHICKENS

:

'

BACON.

LEAP LETTUCE
HEAD LETTUCE
RADISHES ;
YOUNG ONIONS
V .;V-PARSLEY
FRESH TOMATOES
SOUP BUNCHES

''

Positively all trimmed hate on sale
off. For oae week only,
at
Mrs. A,5 Standlsh. Adv.

:

NEW BEETS
NEW TURNIPS
NEW CARROTS

one-fourt- h

Finch's Golden Weaainlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

SWISS CHEESE
ROQUEFORT CHEESE
v
LLMBERGER CHEESE
BRICK CHEESE
BLUHILL CHEESE
CAMEMBERT .CHEESE

CABBAGE
DRY ONIONS

DILL PICKLES

--

Picture framing, furniture repairing,
furniture bought and sold
at the Variety Shop. 518 Sixth St.
second-han- d

Adv.

''T.

.BJW'jiCESE

SOUR PICKLES

StEJcnX CHEESE

SWEET PICKLES

The Friendship club will meet with
Mrs. L. F. Dally, 809 Fourth street,
tomorrow afternoon. All members' are

Stearns' Store

cordially Invited to be present
The board of directors of the Las
Vegas hospital meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the hospital.
to be
All members are requested
V
present promptly.

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Tonight at the Browne theater
your chance to see George. Kleine's
wonderful production ofAntony and
rionnntra In pvht reels. Admission
children, 15 cents; adults, 25 cents.'

:

Direct from the Indian Reservations- - Large As- sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Adv.

The Palm Sunday festival was observed yesterday at the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows and was one
of the prettiest ceremonies ever given
here." The palm parade was large
and the ceremonies impressive.
On Thursday and Friday of this
week the New Mexico Normal University will be closed for the spring
vacation. This is the only vacation
for the Normal students since, the
Christmas holidays.
'

It is rumored that several Las Vegas people are contemplating purchasing automobiles. This was expected as the town has been covered with
automobile salesmen and demonstrators for the past few days.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS
trvs
are
possible when made
,5,

I

only

V

with such a flour as our
Pure Quill. None less good
will make such light, tooth-eom-

e,

bis-cuit- s.

am

A

Order a sack and surprise your husband tomorrow morning with biscuiU
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully justified In doing so.

She Las Vegas Roller Mills
At flie
A

1.

iie

cf (be Best of Everything Eatable
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Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

ifBEGSSlllDCO.SE
when a small child her mother entered
EARED BY PEOPLE into a contract with the Mackeys to
raise her as their own daughter till
she-wa18 years old, with the pro
she should receive one-hal-f
vision
that
NOT HER PARENTS
their estate at their death. She con
tends that the Mackeys took her to
where they gent her through
Boulder,
MAKES
NAY OLDS OF DENVER
the schools as their daughter. At
DISCOVERY AFTER FISTER
the age of 22 :3e;iea'ttie Mrs. Old's
FATHER'S DEATH
and . subsequent to Mack fry's death
learned for the 'first time that ehe was
; Colo..
Denver,
April 6. Under a not bis '' daughter- : Iater she claimB
ruling of the state supreme court to- to have, discovered the contract be-day the case In which. May Olds is twees her mother and the Mackeys.
interest in the eseuing for
tate of the late Andrew J. Mackey is
sent back to the district court of
AN ABSOLUTE: DIVORCE
Boulder county for trial. Suit was
London, April 6.- - The decree of di
brought aDd a demurrer filed, which vorce granted to Mrs. George Corn
the lower court sustained. By its rul- wallist West, formerly Lady Raning the supreme court overrules the dolph Churchill and a daughter of
4emurrer and orders the trial to pro- the late eLonard Jerome of New
of the estate, is York, was made absolute by the dt
ceed. The
Is estimated, amounts to approximate- vorce court today, the requisite pe
riod 'having elapsed since the first
ly $150,000.
'
May Olds learned after the death decree. The grounds were desertion
f.ifateey that una was not his dang'u- - and misconduct. Mrs. Coruwallls
'ter. Her complaint states that the West will in future be known as Lady
Ilcuia Way Bradford and that Randolph Churchill.

William Frank, a well known resident of the Hot Springs boulevard,
this morning announced that his wife
had planted a large amount of the
same kind of seed tape that H. W.
about to
Keily announced he was
plant last week. Mr. Frank says that
the new form of planting is a success
and that garden products so started
are already growing above the ground.

Yesterday afternoon about 4:30
o'clock a fire started in the lot be
longing to A. W. Patterson, just north
of the Castle high school, and spread
over the larger part of the place. No
damage except the burning of grass
resulted: A fire alarm was turned In
at the city hall about 7 o'clock last
night from this place, but the department was ordered not to attend, as
the fire was under control.
The funeral of tie late Russ A.
Kistler was held yesterday afternoon
from the chapel of the Las Vegas
Undertaking company and was large
ly attended by his many friends in
Laa Vegas. Rev. E. C. Anderson of
the First Methodist church officiated
at the services. Interment was in the
Odd Fellows' cemetery! The pall bear
ers,, all old time frienda of Mr. Kistler,
were Charles Tamme, K. D. Good all,
Dr. F. E. Olney, C. V. Hedgcock, II
Coors and John H. York.
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LIVERY xnd REPAIRING

SUBJECTS

NOW

MEMBERS

WILL ENDEAVOR

KEEP INFORMED
TANT

ON IMPOR-

MATTERS

That its members may be well Informed on important ' subjects the
Woman's club has decided to take
up the discussion of maters of cur
rent interest at its first meeting of
(Sold
each month. These discussions will
follow immediately after the regular
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
business sessions, and will not inter
fere with, the club's activities for the
BUTTER on the MARKET
bettrement, of .Las Vegas. In fact, by
TODAY
creating interest, they will cause the
the organization ' to undertake greater
and more valuable work.
Mrs. J. H. Landau has been select
ed to take charge of the discussions
for the first few months, in order that
Grocer S Baker
they may be placed under way suc
cessfully. Mrs. Landau has had con
siderable experience with such things.
The first discussion will occur Wed
Lost Rosary at Murphey's corner. nesday afternoon at the Commercial
Finder please return to The Optic- of- club rooms and will be on the subject
of "The Rights of the Child." It will
fice and receive reward.
deal to a large extent with child la
bor.
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor
put-liThe children of the West side
'
schools are enoying a week's 'va of the first Baptist church, will give a
address on the'' subject, follow- cation, which began today. The schools short
the" discussion will occur.
la'giiWliich
usually are closed during Holy week,
of the pupils are
ias the majority
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sundt are the
Catholics.
'
parents of a baby son, born Saturday
night.
Work has been started on the.
of the Castaneda lawn .and
William H. Oolelrian, a conductor on
tKa't" part of the local Fred Harse
division of the Santa Fe railway,
this
property is jjqw assuming a pretty-green- was
removed from St Anthony's sancolor. The fever for caring f,ojr
lawns is spreading over the city and itarium today following his recovery
fiefore long the entire city will be from an operation for appendicitis.
green.
Miss Eva Jones, chief operator for
the
Mountain States Telephone and
has
Word
been received from A.
company, will leave this
A. Jones, assistant secretary of the Telegraph
for
Denver, where she will
evening
interior, to' the effect that he will be
unable to visit Las Vegas next week, spend) some time visiting her sister,
j
when he is to be in Denver atending Mrs. J. K. Williamson.
the conference of' governors. Mr.
Train No. 1 was run in two sections
Jones will represent Secretary Lane
at the meeting, and it was thought today. The first section, composed of
he might possibly visit Las Vegas dead head equipment and a private
car occupied by an official of the
while in the west.
.
Frisco lines, arrived here at 1:10
arEaster clothes.
Refined,
smart, o'clock, while the second section
handsome.
It is a pleasure for us to rived about 1:15 o'clock.
show the splendid assortment of new
Spring is here, there Is no doubt of
clothes we have just received for
now for today a local resident
that
this season. Uncle Sam cuts the
was seen wearing a straw hat and
This
to
not
idle
an
is
$15
$25.:
price,
claim. Taichert's Clothing Store. Cor likewise "wearing" a cane. This may
rect Garments for Men. Douglas ave result in a general move toward the
nue. Store will be open 7:30 to 9 p. straw hats .and the local clothing
houses favor the move.
m. till Easter. Adv.

Dcttor Duticr

Look over our otock of Lodge
Pins and Emblems. You should
have ono .
.
.
.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SOMEIN THE CITY

or

Cutter

Liquid

JOHNJUOI

'

This morning at the Las Vegas hospital E. W. Buhler, an uncle of J. T.
Buhler of this city, died following a
short illness. Mr. Buhler was 65
years of age and had been in this
city for the past month, coming here
from his home in Marion, Ifld. The
body will be sent to Marlon tomorrow
by the Las Vegas Undertaking com
pany, and burial will be at that place.
A large amount of. money was

d

for this mornmg at the court
house by several hunters as bounty
upon animals killed by them. Lawrence Leak asked for 4 as bounty
upon a coyote killed 'near Mineral
Hill; Almarine. Hill, who, can ehoot
despite his peculiar name, asked 42,
as bcWty upon 14 coyotes and seven
wild cats, killed near Buxton; R. J.
Mcintosh: of Buxton asked for $74 as
bounty upon '26 coyotes and 11 wild
cate, and Felix Martinez y Torrez of
Las Vegas asked for $2 for killing a
,w5ld cat recently in precinct No. 49. ,

Peter Ciddio has brought suit
against Leo Regensburg for damages
Is the sum. of $500. Ciddio alleges
that he was run over by Regensburg's
automobile on the evening of March
24 on the Hot
Springs boulevard,
while on his way to the fire at the
Bridge bar. He declares that he' was
injured and obliged to secure medi
cal attention, his horse was hurt and
hia buggy practically demolished.
Ciddio's attorney Is Judge E. . Long.
A badly gxcited and frightened
woman waa encountered yesterday
afternoon on the Santa Rosa road a
short distance from Lag Vegas by District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward.
She 6aid that she had met three sus
picious looking men !n an automobile
and had hurried away as fast as her
horse would carry her. The three
Pprobablly tha three men looked feroc-Judg- a
David J. Leahy, Court Stenog
rapher William E. Gortner and Her-beft'W; Clark, 'all of whom are peaceful 4hd decent citizens. "'"This story
was sent to The Optic "by 'a. man
whose veracity is supposed to'be good.
Probably the three mes looked feroc-- .
ious because they were thinking 'about
hotel grub for the next ten days.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FOR.MERLY

LASEGAS

FORD SALES

mm

'

Nl-cas-

COMPANY

Is

GET UP!

,..!'

iOi.

Jibuti!."

i

:

a .list of what articles of Wf-niture you need for the
ing Spring and Summer and
then take a stroll through
our salsrogms. You wiflr
:fiBd something here to check'
ateh p?eor set and be
happier in theVnd. Reason?
Best stock in town, prices
that can't be beat, and con-- .
8iderate, courteous treatment
3'

co;

.lsS.

"

of all.

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOH ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
bouse, nominated Eugenlo Romero

as man from 'the 'Second ward, N.
for councilman from, the

their candidate for myor. ;Mr. Romero is the county treasure 'aM is
fully competent for tb position; Oth
er candidates nominated ar JLpolonio
Sena, for city clerk; ,Juan Kayanaugh
for alderman, Hrst ard; mhil&a B.
Stapp for aldermank-.,Secona- f
vward;
Felipe Lopez, for alderman Third
ward; Damaclo Maes, for alderman,
Fourth ward.
...

Photoplay tonleht and Tuesday. The
,4 f
.,;-'
Adventures of Kathlyn... No. 7. The
Garden of Brides,, tWhen Umballah.
TOMORROW -to get the
goes to the treasure-roopriceless Btrlng of nearla for the bride
of his puppet king, the leopards that
EASTER SPECIAL
ELECTION DAY
guard the vault escape and invade
Silk poplin dresses received yesterr
the corridors of the palace. In the
new
shades regday by express. All
panic that follows Colonel Hare es- ular $12.50
values, this week for
capes, likewise Kathlyn. but become
ONLY ONE TICKET IN THE FIEUO
Adv.
$G,98.1' Bacharach Bros.
separated in the confusion. Kathlyn
AND LITTLE INTEREST
hides In a covered tart in the garden
IS SHOWN
of the palace and for a time is surrWILL
ounded-by
the prowling leopards. EUGENIA
The city a election will be held toThis, is one with real sensation.
morrow for the selection of a mayor,
5 and 10 cerila-.Adv.
HAYORALTY four councilmen, a city clerk and a
city treasurer. The voters will also
The board of county commissioners
cast ballots on the library measure,
met, ''this- morning' In Ktilar monthly COUNTY TREASURER SELECTED which is to determine the future of
the Carnegie public library, and1 also-oTO HEAD THE WEST SIDE
session and adjourned until this afternoon. It vwias- stated that the board
a bond issue for $20,000 for the
G. O. P. TICKET
would act this afternoon upon a peti
building of a disposal plant for the
Much interest is being1 manifested sewer system.
tion from residents of San Miguel,
There will be but one ticket in the
asking that a local option election be in the town election on the West side,
called in that place. If the boundar- which will be held tomorrow. For the field at this election, that being a
ies are found to be properly defined first time in several years the demo- citizens' ticket nominated by the rethe commissioners can act upon local crats have a straight ticket in the publican and democratic parties at
option election petitions, but If the field, and have announced their deter- tlicJr conventions last week. This
ticket is composed of the followWgl.
descriptions are faulty the petitions mination to make a hot campaign.
C. de Baca, a merchant, is their For mayor, Dr. II. M. Smith; for city
are returned for correction. This polclerk, Charles Tamme; for treasure
icy is in accordance with the law and candidate for mayor.
The republicans, at a convention Joe Elledge; for counctbnan from the
has been followed by the commission
held Saturday evening at the court First ward, P. H. Pure ell; for council
ers in other casea.
;,-
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Which Lodge Do
You Belong to?

We also carry

TO

BY BUYING

;

-

one-thir- d

LE

R0:,IR0

-

one-thir-

DISCUSS

Question

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Giese are tie
parents of a baby girl born to them
last night.

'V,

'"

.',.-.

WOMAN'S CLIBTO

The Bailer

Old Taylor whlstiey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

COOKING APPLES
ORANGES
TANGERINES
GRAPE FRUIT
'..
BANANAS
A.':'-...- .
LEMONS

APRIL 6, 1914.

SETTLE

lamps at 6:54

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

HAMS

STRAWBERRIES '
FANCY EATING APPLES
SPITZENBERGER '.'
WINE SAPS

CUCUMBERS
ASPARAGUS
CAULIFLOWER
SPINACH
KALE

,

PREMIUM
PREMIUM

MONDAY,

If

Third ward. Dr. W. E. Kaser; for councilman, from the Fourth ward, E.
.lt

Much

interest was displayed

.

atf .tie.

primaries and It is expected that a.
large vote will be ipolled tomorrow.
In spite of the absence of a contest.
The library Issue will b3 one of the
main features of the election and
much effort has been expended in
influencing the voters to vote for the
institution.
The polling places are as follows:
First ward, Frank Revel's carpenter shop; Second ward, city hall;
Third ward, Carnegie library; Fourth
ward,' corner of Seventh street ancE
Main avenue.
COAL PATENTS CANCELLED
Washington, April 6. Patents conveying 2,840 acres of public coal
lands in Anito county, Wyoming, to
Thomas Snedden and Daniel F. Harrison will be cancelled by a supreme-courdecision today, which held the
patents were gotten through fraud.
The land has coal 14 feet thick. The
entryman swore it had none.
.

'

MRS. WILSON

RECOVERS

Washington, April 6. Mrs. Wood-rowent motoring today for the first
f i&e in several weeks.
She has entirely recovered from the injury sustained from a fall over, a rug in, the
While
".
.,
w
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